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Part 1. Introduction 
 

Overview of the city 

Nicosia, the capital of the Mediterranean island of Cyprus, has an estimated 
320,000 inhabitants, 200,000 of whom live in the southern Greek-Cypriot-
controlled part,1 representing more than a quarter of all inhabitants in the 
territory administered by the Republic of Cyprus. Of those, about 50,000 live 
in the central part of the city under the administrative control of the Nicosia 
municipality, while the rest live in suburbs, operating their own local 
administrations. The Nicosia municipal area thus includes the old city (within 
and around the medieval walls) and its immediate environs. Migrant 
populations are distributed throughout this area, but are particularly visible in 
the old centre of the town owing to the concentration of poorly-kept 
buildings rented out for accommodation at relatively cheap prices. In 
addition, because of the presence of ‘ethnic’ stores offering affordable 
products imported from around the world, migrants from other areas also 
come to the centre to shop. 

Nicosia has held the seat of government and administrative authority for the 
whole island since at least the Lusignan reign in the 12th century (1192–
1489). This was followed by Venetian (1489–1571), Ottoman (1571–1878) 
and British (1878–1960) rule before independence was gained in 1960. Much 
of the architecture, especially in the old city, harks back to these periods, 
particularly the Venetian walls encircling the centre of the old city, several 
Ottoman mansions and yellow-stone public buildings of the British colonial 
period (Keshishian, 1989: 64–104).  

Nicosia’s unique characteristic is that, owing to the inter-communal conflict 
that has plagued Cyprus since the 1950s, it has been hailed, following the 
collapse of the Berlin wall, as ‘the last divided capital of Europe’ (Demetriou, 
2007: 55). The division of the city actually emerged with the separation of 
municipalities in 1958 under Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot control (as in other 
towns on the island). In 1963 it became the site of the inter-communal killings 
that sparked the widespread violence that eventually led to the division of the 
island in 1974. The following year saw the institution of the division between 
the town’s Greek and Turkish sectors, with the arrival of UN troops in the area 
(Weston-Markides, 2001; Mirbagheri, 1998).  

 
1 www.culturalportal.moec.gov.cy/CulturalPortalGR/cyprus.htm  

http://www.culturalportal.moec.gov.cy/CulturalPortalGR/cyprus.htm
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The symbolic centre of this division was the separation of Ledra Street, the 
main shopping street (Ledra was the city’s former name), into Greek-, UN- and 
Turkish- controlled sectors. Its reopening on 3 April 2008 was for this reason 
celebrated as symbolic of an impending solution to the political problem on 
the island.2    

Historic migration patterns 

Nicosia has a long multicultural history beyond that of Greek and Turkish co-
existence. The three minority groups recognised under the 1960 
Constitution, the Maronites, Armenians, and Latins, operate religious and 
educational institutions here. 

Rigorous academic research is still scant on the questions of migrational 
movements in and out of the city during the periods of Venetian, Ottoman 
and British rule. Even less is known about the presence of Roma in Nicosia, 
who were not recognised as a minority group in the Constitution (perhaps 
belying their recognition as a distinct ethnically based rights-bearing 
category in earlier periods). It is, however, generally agreed that the Turkish 
community began arriving en masse with Ottoman rule, while the Latin 
community probably has roots in the earlier Venetian period (Coureas, 2005). 
Maronites, for whom Lebanon is still a communal centre, also claim roots on 
the island from the Middle Ages. Many Armenians arrived after the 1918 
extermination of communities in Anatolia. Greeks from Asia Minor also arrived 
on the island, following the 1922 Greco-Turkish war and the exchange of 
populations agreement that followed it, many settling in the capital (Gürkan, 
1996: 137–138). Because of the concentration of government institutions in 
the city, communities of other origins also flourished, most notably the British, 
whose educational institutions have, since colonial times, also attracted the 
local elite.  

In the last century, migration into the city resulted not only from the general 
trend towards urbanisation, but also from the flight of Greek Cypriots from 
the north in 1974 (Attalides, 1979). In 1881 the population of Nicosia was 
held to be 11,513; by 1931 (after the various population movements) it had 
risen to 23,324; and it continued to rise, reaching 34.385 in 1946 (Gürkan, 
1996: 48; Beckingham, 1957).  

 
2 This was widely reported by local and foreign media. See BBC news features at 
www.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/check/player/nol/newsid_7320000/newsid_7328000?redirect=732
8069.stm&news=1&bbram=1&nbram=1&nbwm=1&bbwm=1&asb=1 and 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/7327866.stm, and the report from Reuters at 
http://uk.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUKGOR32496320080403.  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/check/player/nol/newsid_7320000/newsid_7328000?redirect=7328069.stm&news=1&bbram=1&nbram=1&nbwm=1&bbwm=1&asb=1
http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaselector/check/player/nol/newsid_7320000/newsid_7328000?redirect=7328069.stm&news=1&bbram=1&nbram=1&nbwm=1&bbwm=1&asb=1
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/7327866.stm
http://uk.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUKGOR32496320080403
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Emigration is not well documented but could be assumed to have followed 
overall the more general patterns of emigration to the English-speaking 
‘West’ (UK, US, Australia) during times of political upheaval from British 
colonial times onwards (Canefe, 2002; Robins and Aksoy, 2001; Georgiou, 
2007).   

Current migration patterns 

Immigration to the Republic of Cyprus (south) began rising in the 1990s, 
largely as a result of changes in the global economic system brought on by 
the collapse of communism in the Soviet Union (Aganthangelou, 2005). This 
changed the general previous trend of emigration of Cypriots to the UK, the 
US and Australia mainly in search of employment (post-1974 seasonal 
employment had also been sought in the construction sector of Saudi Arabia 
and the UAE). One of the first communal migration waves was of Greek-
descent citizens of the former Soviet Union, collectively known in Greek as 
‘Pontiacs’ (Póntii), i.e. people from the Black Sea region (Pontus). Pontiacs had 
initially arrived in Greece with a policy of repatriation that offered them 
residence and work in the ‘homeland’ (Voutira, 1991). Cyprus, not yet part of 
the EU, had had an agreement with Greece regarding migration between the 
two countries.  

Migration policies were put in place soon after, initially to regulate domestic 
work, carried out by female migrants from South or South-East Asia  but also 
Eastern Europe and the Caucasus (MIGS, 2008). Education also became a 
sector that attracted foreign nationals, especially because of the existence of 
private tertiary education institutions operating in the English language.  

Before entering the EU, Cyprus was also an attractive offshore business 
centre, with many foreign companies being based in Limassol (which boasts 
the biggest harbour in the island) (Odysseos, 1997). In the 1990s there was 
also a boom in the sex industry, which worked initially mainly with Eastern 
European women, and more recently with women from Africa and East Asia. 
The majority of these women are granted special ‘artiste’ visas on entry to 
work in cabarets, a policy that is expected to be repealed but which has, in 
the meantime, encouraged significant trafficking for sexual exploitation 
(MIGS, 2007a).   

Many of these island-wide trends can clearly be seen in Nicosia, where the 
upper social class is based, most tertiary education institutions operate, and 
the entertainment industry is flourishing. However, current migration patterns 
have not yet begun to be examined closely at city-level save a small number 
of specialised reports. For example, a survey of all households in the old 
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within-the-walls city, carried out in 2004 for the UN Operation for Project 
Services (UNOPS) found that amongst 2,492 individuals surveyed, about half 
were Greek-Cypriots, the rest being Pontiac (16 per cent), and nationals of 
India (7 per cent), the Philippines (5 per cent), Pakistan (4 per cent), Russia (3 
per cent), Greece (3 per cent), Sri Lanka (3 per cent) and China (2 per cent), 
with a sizeable percentage from elsewhere (12 per cent) (UNOPS, 2004: slide 
5). The report further found that about a third of these individuals fell into the 
18–30 age group. The vast majority spent their free time at home or meeting 
friends, with a notable difference between immigrants making little use of 
entertainment venues in comparison to their Greek-Cypriot counterparts. 
Immigrants also tend to live in old, non-renovated buildings. It is noticeable 
however that although the report outlined a number of problems with the 
area (lack of facilities, parking spaces, conditions of buildings) and showed a 
preference of many residents to move out, racism levels were relatively low. 
Thus, only 7 per cent of 200 respondents named ‘foreigners’ as a problem in 
the area, while only 8 per cent of 106 planning to move away cited migrant 
presence as one of the reasons. 

     

Attitudes to migration 

Migrants in Nicosia remain largely invisible in relation to their actual numbers. 
Thus, whereas locals tend to dominate public and shopping areas on week 
days, specific areas in the centre such as the municipal park and the 
shopping area around Ledra Street, become centres of immigrant 
congregation on Sundays, when domestic and other workers are given the 
day off. As many are Catholic, the Latin church located between the central 
municipal garden and the Ledra Street area, becomes a meeting place. In fact 
the whole of the old city within the walls is an area where the concentration 
of immigrant groups is relatively more visible, with the local elementary 
school (Phaneromeni) boasting an exceptionally multicultural student body 
made up of over 90 per cent foreign nationals. This visibility pattern (i.e. 
restricted to particular times and places) is both indicative of, but also 
sustains a general lack of interest in, and understanding of, the realities of 
migrants’ lives among the wider Greek-Cypriot population.   

Many of the preconceptions and stereotypes that attend public perceptions 
of migrants and migration in Cyprus have remained unchanged in the last two 
decades. Furthermore, these perceptions and stereotypes are to a large 
extent based on forging interconnections between race, gender and class 
(Agathangelou, 2004). As in Greece for example, the term ‘Russian women’ 
(Rossídhes) is commonly held to denote prostitutes (Demetriou, 2006). The 
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category ‘Pontiacs’ is one of the few that has undergone a shift, from the 
older term ‘Russo-Pontiacs’ (Rossopóntii) denoting trouble-making and other 
criminal activity to ‘Greek-Pontiacs’ (Ellinopóntii) emphasising the aspect of 
Greek ethnicity. ‘Filipina women’ (Filippinézes) is another generalised term 
used for all domestic workers irrespective of nationality but perhaps less 
loaded with negative connotations. A more racist term used to refer to 
domestic workers is ‘mavroú’ (‘little black woman’). This term is in wide 
circulation, used mostly in the singular and even by employers who may 
otherwise speak affectionately of ‘their mavroú’.  

Blanket categories of otherness include xéni (‘foreigners’), which is used 
more colloquially and allodhapí (‘aliens’), used for official purposes, e.g. media 
reports, legislation, and policy work. There has, more recently, been some 
increase in the use of differentiating terminology for legal purposes, such as 
the introduction of the term ‘third country nationals’ (ipikói tríton horón) to 
refer to non-Cypriot and non-EU nationals following the accession of the 
country to the EU. These terms generally relate to the self / other dichotomy 
and although not negative in themselves, tend to carry in their usage the 
notion of rightful (or non-) presence in the country. In comparison, the term 
metanástes (migrants) is generally preferred by migrant-rights advocates, 
perhaps because it conveys a focus on the process of migration as a 
condition of being. Most importantly, this term stands in opposition to 
‘lathrometanástes’ (‘smuggled’, i.e. illegal, migrants), which is widely used by 
police and the media when reporting the arrests of migrants or presenting 
immigration as a problem.  

The category ‘asylum seekers’ (etités asílou), which denotes the particular 
status of having applied for refugee protection but not having yet secured it, 
is perhaps one of the few terms used in common by all the parties 
concerned. Yet it is also the case that authorities may use the term in 
conjunction with other, more negative ones, such as ‘illegal migrants’. 
‘Refugees’, i.e. those migrants who have applied for refugee protection and 
have secured it, is interestingly perhaps the most confusing category. This is 
because, as noted for Greece in relation to the fleeing of Greeks from Asia 
Minor in 1923  (Voutira, 1991), the term ‘refugees’ (prósfiyes) was widely 
used following the 1974 war to refer to locals uprooted from their homes in 
the northern part of the island (who, under the new international legal 
terminology would now be considered ‘IDPs’, i.e. ‘internally displaced persons’ 
but for whom this term is hardly used). It is therefore difficult for public 
perceptions to accommodate the idea of ‘refugees’ as non-Cypriot. Finally, it 
should also be pointed out that categories of emigrants have also been 
subject to processes of othering, as evidenced for example by the formal 
term epanapatristhéntes (repatriated) to refer to Cypriots returning 
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permanently to Cyprus after emigrating abroad, or the colloquial term 
‘Chárlidhes’ (‘Charlies’) to refer to Cypriots living in the UK.   

It has been noted that the perception of migrants in Cyprus is tied to a 
stereotyped categorisation of racial characteristics and labour skills 
(Agathangelou, 2004). Thus, in the area of reproductive labour for example, 
which includes domestic and sex work, darker-skinned, smaller-built, Asian 
women are thought to be better suited to housework, while tall, blonde, fair-
skinned Eastern Europeans are considered more sexually desirable (ibid: ref). 
These stereotypes generally continue to exist although they recently appear 
to have been overlaid with additional ones reflecting new migration patterns. 
For example, as anti-trafficking policies are beginning to have positive effects 
in relation to Eastern Europe and new trafficking routes look to Africa as a 
source area, new orientalising discourses present black women as ‘exotic’ 
and sexually desirable (Esembe, 2005). The categorisation of male labour can 
in general be said to be less differentiated, with unskilled labourers working in 
construction sites, agriculture, or the tourist industry hailing from Eastern 
Europe or new European member states as well as from South Asia. This, 
however, means that such nationalities carry the stigma of poverty and lack 
of skills. 

In very general terms it could be said that public views on migration are on 
the whole negative, with emphasis given to the increasing visibility of 
migrants. There is thus a sense of alienation from areas associated with high 
migration levels, such as the old city within the walls. In the UNOPS study 
mentioned above, business-owners, overwhelmingly working but not living in 
the area, exhibited much stronger intolerance towards migrants than the 
resident population, with the highest score (18 per cent) on the prerequisites 
for eventually deciding to live there given to the precondition that foreigners 
leave, and close to half (44 per cent) citing the presence of foreigners as a 
reason not to move to the area (UNOPS, 2004: slides 56, 57).  

One issue often linked in public discourse to foreign migration is rise in crime. 
However, perhaps due to the relatively low levels of unemployment within the 
Cypriot population, which averages around 5 per cent (Statistical Service, 
2006b: 18), joblessness is not as frequently blamed on migrants as might be 
the case elsewhere. At the same time, there is a general perception that the 
island is too small to accommodate the high levels of migration it has been 
receiving in the last few years, and especially since joining the EU.3 It should 

 
3 For a recent presentation of the challenges this poses for Cyprus, which nevertheless reiterates 
the country’s resolve to solve problems in a way that respects human rights, see a speech by the 
Minister of Interior, Neoklis Sylikiotis made on 13 June 2008. Accessible at:  
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be noted here that in the years following accession, the ratio of asylum 
seekers to the local population has been one of the highest in Europe, at 39 
applications per 1,000 inhabitants for the 2003–07 period, the highest, in fact 
among 51 countries examined by UNHCR (UNHCR, 2008: 84). Perhaps the 
most persistent view of migrants is that they are poor, eternally in search of 
work and willing to undertake menial tasks or even engage in illicit or criminal 
activities to earn cash. Thus at best migrants are seen as victims, at worst as 
unscrupulous. To this is added the idea of Greek-Cypriots as victims of the 
island’s division and the economic hardship that befell large sections of the 
population after 1974, so that the image of destitute migrants is often posited 
to the victimisation of the local population in a discourse of competition of 
‘need’.    

Media reports seem on the whole to be doing little to dispel these 
perceptions. Most often migrants appear in reports emanating from state 
authorities. These are largely  reports about the arrests of illegal migrants, 
taking place during their attempts to cross the Green Line from the north 
(often in rural areas) or during police checks in urban centres (most often in 
Nicosia). In these reports emphasis is usually placed on the crime of illegal 
entry, with little reporting about any attempt by those arrested to seek 
asylum. Since the opening of a sea route from Syria to Famagusta port in the 
north (which the authorities of the Republic consider illegal), migration across 
the Green Line appears to have increased, causing authorities to claim that in 
opening this route, authorities in Ankara sought to create instability in the 
south by flooding it with migrants. In tying migration issues to the political 
problem, this discourse leaves little room for presenting the process of 
migration in a positive light. Arrests relating to trafficking are another issue 
reported from time to time. Again, emphasis is placed in these reports on the 
crime of illegal prostitution with little follow-up on suspicion or convictions for 
trafficking for the purposes of sexual exploitation (Simerini newspaper, 11 
October 2007). Other types of crime normally reported include various types 
of interpersonal violence involving migrants. Where these crimes are within 
or between migrant communities there is generally little research into the 
factors leading to the violence, while where these are against Greek-Cypriots 
there is follow-up of the proceedings to the point of conviction, with the 
migrant being presented solely as the perpetrator without serious research 
into the motives (Papadopoulou, 2008).  

Another set of news reports where there is frequent mention of migrants are 
road accidents, which may often be fatal (note that Cyprus follows left-hand 

 
http://moi.gov.cy/new/admin/sections/filedepot/uploaded/file/PDF_FILES/MINISTER/OMILIES/META
NASTEYTIKH per cent20POLITIKH per cent20E.E.pdf  
4 Report available at: www.unhcr.org/statistics/STATISTICS/47daae862.pdf  

http://moi.gov.cy/new/admin/sections/filedepot/uploaded/file/PDF_FILES/MINISTER/OMILIES/METANASTEYTIKH%20POLITIKH%20E.E.pdf
http://moi.gov.cy/new/admin/sections/filedepot/uploaded/file/PDF_FILES/MINISTER/OMILIES/METANASTEYTIKH%20POLITIKH%20E.E.pdf
http://www.unhcr.org/statistics/STATISTICS/47daae862.pdf
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traffic rules in opposition to the majority of countries from which migrants 
originate). In these reports, although the nationality of the migrants is 
mentioned, the term sinánthropós mas (‘our fellow person’) are normally used 
to refer to the person who has lost their life. In other words, migrants are 
humanised in death. While in such reporting migrants appear devoid of 
agency, there have been exceptional incidents that have dominated news 
headlines and where migrants were given a voice. These were protests taking 
place over the last few years, where migrants have asked for key 
humanitarian rights, like the protest of failed asylum seekers detained at a 
special wing of the central Nicosia prison on deportation orders for periods 
reaching five years (Phileleftheros newspaper, 2 October 2007), or where 
wives of detainees have protested against the long-term administrative 
detention of their husbands (Phileleftheros newspaper, 28 January 2008). 
Although the treatments of these groups by authorities came under 
substantial media scrutiny there was little follow-up of either story, thus little 
information on the success of these protests was made publicly available.      
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Part 2. Introducing ten migrants 
 

1.  Katarina 

Name: Katarina 
Sex: Female 
Age: early 30s 
Nationality: Russian 
Occupation: Alternative therapist 
 

Katarina is one of the thousands of students who are pursuing tertiary 
education in Cyprus. She initially came to Cyprus five years ago with her 
family for a holiday. She and her husband had been planning to leave Russia 
but had not intended to settle on the island.  

Actually there was no particular reason for choosing Cyprus, we wanted 
to get away from Russia. 

Having spent a few weeks in Limassol, they decided to stay longer and set up 
a business that would provide an income for them as well as guaranteeing 
their residence permit.  

I think we were one of the last few to get an offshore company visa 
because after that the regulations became much stricter … we had a 
nice business plan but the business did not work because we are not 
business people (laughs).  

She then divorced, but decided to stay in Cyprus with her two children, and 
enrolled in a postgraduate studies course to continue her education in 
humanities. She has since specialised in gender and women’s rights and has 
worked with some local NGOs. 

She has been living in Nicosia for the last six months, having moved from 
Limassol because the commute to school was easier and the opportunities 
for her children to attend a foreign-language school there were better. Her 
husband has moved back to Russia since the divorce and her mother is there 
too. She visits at least once a year, and the children spend two months with 
their father and his family in the summer there. 

She lives in the city outside the walls, but close to the centre and has in 
recent years taken up temporary secretarial positions to support the family. 
She has been receiving financial help from her family in Russia to sustain her 
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studies and bring up the children, but now feels confident that she can make 
ends meet on her own. She has received scholarships to fund her studies, in 
which she excels, and she works from home as an alternative therapist, using 
previous training. Does she feel her living standard compares to Cypriots’? 

I think I’m doing OK. I don’t like to compare myself to Cypriot standards, 
I like to compare my self to Indian standards! – well, even to Russian 
standards. I’m more worried about other things, that I can’t get a proper 
job, other than part-time jobs as a student. 

Katarina loves the old city of Nicosia within the walls because of the vibrant 
atmosphere there, the meeting of different cultures, the fact that it is so 
unlike other areas of the city. Her children go to a community school there.  

At Christmas I was looking out of my window and the city was dead, as if 
nobody celebrates. And then I went to the old city and realised that the 
immigrants actually celebrate, even though it’s not their celebration, 
there was this spirit and they were talking and laughing, I like that a lot 
and I think it’s very good for the kids.   

It took Katarina some time to start making friends but she now has different 
circles of friends that keep changing according to what she does and her 
changing interests at school and beyond. She feels at home with Serbian 
students, has lots of Cypriot friends from the arts community, and at times 
also mixed with the New Age spiritual community. She has had negative 
encounters as well, albeit brief.  

Because I am Russian, blonde and long legs… one guy spat in my face 
after I told him to f*** off… Women of a certain generation I find not 
trusting… they don’t look at you, or if they look they look through you – 
but I understand where it’s coming from.  

Katarina’s future plans centre on her studies. She would like a career in social 
work because she is interested in the issues she has been learning about, 
even though she knows the pay will not be great. She would stay in Cyprus if 
opportunities came along, but would also consider moving elsewhere to 
further her studies and career. She has considered Canada but would 
eventually like to return to Russia and put her experience to use there.  

The NGO sector is very weak there and not funded well. I would like to 
work on trafficking, kids’ trafficking and development of children’s 
awareness because everything starts from children.  
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2.   Neela 

Name: Neela 
Sex: Female 
Age: late 40s 
Nationality: Sri Lankan 
Occupation: Domestic worker 
 

Neela is one of the thousands of domestic workers who have been coming to 
Cyprus over the last decade on special visas to work as domestics for 
particular employers. She came to Cyprus eight years ago to look after an 
elderly couple. When the husband died, she arranged for her contract to be 
transferred to another family house. Her visa has run out twice since then. 
When this happens, Neela returns to Sri Lanka and arranges for new papers 
and a new contract to allow her to return to Cyprus. She has used different 
names over the years to ensure that each time her work visa application is 
approved. She is now working for another elderly person.  

Neela has worked hard since she was first employed in Cyprus but is not 
complaining. Her contract, standardised by the Ministry of Interior which 
grants the work permits, stipulates a six-day working week of eight-hour days. 
But this, she explains, does not work in practice. 

My duties include looking after them, cooking for them, ensuring they 
took their medicine at the right time, accompanying them to hospital, 
washing clothes, helping them eat. In my old job I used to wake up at 
seven in the morning and look after the family and the house. I had an 
hour for myself at around five in the afternoon. I normally went for walks 
or sat to rest if the weather was not great. I prefer going out at that time 
because the sun is not too strong. Now yiayiá (grandma) and papoú 
(granddad) need all-day care, I can’t leave them and go off. I am 
supposed to finish at seven in the evening but again, can’t really leave. 

She prefers going for walks in the neighbourhood – she has weak legs and 
gets tired when walking far. Most of her few friends are from Sri Lanka. She 
also has some Cypriot friends, whom she met through the houses she has 
worked at. She sometimes visits friends but spends a lot of her free time on 
her own. 

 I don’t like going out (éxo) really. One can get into trouble and I don’t 
want any trouble. Many young girls have problems and they want to talk 
about them, so they go on and on about these problems. On my own it’s 
better. 
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Neela keeps in touch with her family in Sri Lanka by calling them every now 
and then. She sends money at the end of the month – she able to send 165 
euros every month. Her husband died and that is when Neela decided to go 
abroad and work to provide for the family. Her children are grown up and 
have children of their own – she enjoys looking after the grandchildren when 
she returns. They built new houses when they married so she had to leave to 
work and repay the debts. She now lives with her parents when she goes 
back. Her older sisters have also worked abroad as domestics – for five years 
in Israel – so she felt it was her turn.      

She likes Nicosia and her neighbourhood, but fondly remembers a visit to 
Kykko monastery in the mountains she was taken to once. She dislikes the 
park, where many migrants congregate on Sundays. It does not of course 
compare with Sri Lanka: the weather is much better there and there is lots of 
water, unlike Cyprus where water shortage is a big problem. She thinks 
Cypriots are generally nice. 

Papoú may sometimes talk too much, but what I hear I take in from one 
ear and out from the other.  

 

3.   George 

Name: George 
Sex: Male 
Age: late 20s 
Nationality: Cypriot, Australian 
Occupation: Programme manager 
 

George is one of the hundreds of foreign-born Cypriots who have returned to 
Cyprus permanently. His parents left for Australia in the 1970s in search of a 
better life. His father left because of poverty before 1974, while his mother 
fled during the war and after Turkish troops entered her village. They met and 
married in Australia and George was born there. Although he grew up in 
Australia his family has maintained close links with the family in Cyprus and 
George had often visited the island for holidays. He met his Greek-Cypriot 
fiancée two years ago when she was visiting Australia and decided to move 
back to the island with her to settle permanently. 

  I am her souvenir if you will! (laughs). 
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Settling in Cyprus was rather a shock as George soon discovered that the 
Cypriots he knew in Melbourne were very different from the ones he met on 
the island. His holiday impressions had been about ‘the sea and the sun and 
the fun’ and although he knew to expect things to be different once he 
settled, he expected Cypriots to be warm-hearted, welcoming and family-
orientated. Instead he found himself being gossiped about and having stories 
made up about him.   

I can honestly say I can count the friends I made here on one, maybe 
two, hands, and I’ve been here two years.  

He finds it difficult to understand how everything works on the basis of 
connections instead of a person’s capabilities and worth. He also finds it 
difficult to cope with the fact that he has had to settle for a position in Cyprus 
that he feels does not do justice to his education and previous experience. 
He talks of the management job he left in Australia as exciting, a position that 
gave him the opportunity to put his skills to good use and further them. 

 Here I feel I started from ground zero after 12 years of experience and 
education. And even when you try to talk to someone they tell you 
should be happy with your starting wage and your contract.   

Comparing Cyprus with Australia he feels that there is still some way to go in 
terms of multiculturalism. Although he had Cypriot and Greek friends back in 
Australia, this was mainly because it was an opportunity to speak the 
language and it was fun. But his circle of friends included people of all 
nationalities without any hint of exclusionism.  

But Cyprus is the total other extreme where you are either Cypriot or 
you are not and when I say Cypriot not just by blood or DNA or ancestry 
or beliefs but by having been born here by having Cypriot parents and 
being brought up here in a Cypriot environment. 

To many of the Cypriots he has met he is a ‘kangaroo’, not a repatriate, which 
he does not mind as a ‘term of endearment’ as much as not being accepted 
as a Cypriot. He has even had considerable problems trying to get citizenship, 
even though he was called up to the army because of his Cypriot parentage. 
It took him more than three months to settle the problem, which for a time 
made him illegal. In the end he had to go the ‘when in Rome’ way and use 
connections. His father was even refused citizenship papers when he visited 
on holiday once, but eventually got them. 

And then I see other friends: Romanians, Germans, English, Sri Lankans, 
Filipino, and all this and they are really treated like rubbish… I became a 
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citizen and I felt dirty afterwards [because of using connections]… There 
are times when I feel like taking it back to them and saying ‘here, keep 
it!’ 

His friends are mostly Cypriot, but either second-generation repatriates or 
people who have been educated in English-speaking schools with ongoing 
contact with non-Cypriots. He also has Turkish-Cypriot friends.  

He spends most of his free time at home because most places of 
entertainment are very expensive and public spaces are ‘dirty, seedy and look 
and feel unsafe’. He does like the main downtown street in northern Nicosia, 
as well as the old harbour area in Larnaca town.  

Over the last two years George has also become involved in peace activism 
with Turkish-Cypriot friends, trying to get over the problem of having to cross 
the Green Line every time he plans a social encounter. 

Even though he does not visit as often as he would have liked, George keeps 
in contact with family and friends in Australia, listens to his favourite radio 
station in Melbourne through the internet, and reads the press online. 

My octopus tentacles, seven of them are in Australia and the physical 
body is here in Cyprus. My long-term goal is to put propellers on the 
island and float it slowly into the bay of Melbourne! (laughs) 

He does hope to settle into a better living standard in Cyprus and secure a 
better job with time to allow him to build a family. However, he does at times 
get tempted into imagining a return to Australia with his wife. On the other 
hand, he wants to be here when the solution to the political problem arrives. 

 

4.   Eshan 

Name: Eshan 
Sex: Male 
Age: mid 40s 
Nationality: Nepali 
Occupation: Asylum seeker 
 

Eshan is one of the thousands of asylum seekers who have arrived in Cyprus 
in the last decade. He was a professional involved in development work in his 
country, as well as being politically active. This put him in a difficult position 
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between the government and paramilitaries, to the point that he was one day 
abducted and returned to his house a few days later. After this experience he 
decided to leave the country and come to Cyprus, about which he had heard 
from older family members who had visited in earlier times, during British 
rule.   

He arrived on the island five years ago, having left behind a wife and child. His 
asylum application is still being examined and he awaits the day when it will 
be approved so he can invite his family to join him. In the meantime, he is not 
allowed out of the country so he cannot visit them and it is difficult for them 
to secure a visa as long as his status is not secure. He does keep in touch by 
telephone and email. Yet, being away from his family is a big problem. He 
tries hard not to think about it by keeping busy, but it is sometimes 
inescapable.   

The other day when I spoke to my son he said ‘Father, can you send me 
a picture of yourself so I can see what you look like now?’  

Since arriving in Cyprus, Eshan has taken an interest in migrant issues. He 
took part in various training workshops and benefited from EU-funded 
programmes under which he studies Greek languages and follows a 
postgraduate course at university. He thoroughly enjoyed an EU programme 
to aid the integration of migrants. 

But now, not having a job, I am confused about how to use it. The point 
was to integrate better and without being allowed to work, there is no 
integration. I am not complaining but find it difficult to understand how 
they, the funders, the EU, and the government, are thinking about it. 

His friends include both migrants and Cypriots from school and the migrant 
activism community. He is also well connected to other migrants from his 
country and has taken part in various cultural activities organised.  

When he first applied for asylum he also requested a job and was placed in 
one of the hotels in a coastal town. But he was the only Nepali working there 
and when the possibility of promotion came up, his well-connected Pakistani 
colleagues were able to network and the job was given to one of ‘their own’. 
The position was taken away from him, after which he found it demeaning to 
continue working there. Having refused a job, he then found it difficult to be 
placed elsewhere. Thus, he moved to Nicosia in search of better 
opportunities.  

I was satisfied in my previous job. And now, [it felt like] why did you send 
me here? I am sorry; I have my morals and do not want to spoil them. If 
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you want to give me this new job, OK, otherwise I’ll have to go. At that 
point, my employer, who had been calling me by my name before said 
‘OK mávro [‘black man’]. If you think you will find better opportunities 
elsewhere, OK, go mávro’… I felt humiliation about the whole job 
[promotion] process, but also he had not called me that before and 
finally he gave me his farewell word. If people of his position can say 
things like this, then anything can come from anybody.  

In Nicosia he found temporary work as a waiter until the policy changed and 
asylum seekers were no longer allowed to work. He now receives about 550 
euros a month as welfare benefit, a third of which goes on rent, the rest just 
about covering all other expenses. He has a room in a house he rents 
together with other migrants in the old city. It is not a very nice place and 
quite small, so he spends most of his time outside, in the old city area, at the 
migrant-support NGO which also operates an internet café, or at school. He 
mostly cooks at home and cooks his own national dishes, which he loves. 

Eshan is unsure why the examination of his application is taking so long but 
has hopes that it will be approved and that he will finally be able to make a 
home here with his family. 
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5.   Bruce 

Name: Bruce 
Sex: Male 
Age: early 40s 
Nationality: American 
Occupation: Lecturer 
 

Bruce has been living in Cyprus for the last ten years. He is one of many 
westerners who are married to Cypriots and live on the island. He met his 
wife in the US, came for a holiday with her when she moved back, then 
sustained a one-year long-distance relationship before deciding to leave a 
job he had just taken up in the States and move to Cyprus permanently.  

Initially Bruce was shocked by how easily he could get a job in Cyprus, initially 
in a company, but also found the conditions much worse. He worked a lot 
harder than in the US and got a much lower salary. Unlike many other 
migrants, Bruce found it extremely easy to secure a residence and work visa. 

The odd thing was that we weren’t even married. I guess in Cyprus 
being engaged carries some sort of fiction of a legal status. of course 
you still go to the visa office and you have to stand in line with all the 
prostitutes and other weird people there, that’s an experience. This was 
the time when the prostitution business was absolutely booming and the 
lines were packed with all the pimps and prostitutes. 

Bruce feels there are positives and negatives to being a foreigner in Cyprus. 
A lot more seems to be expected from foreigners, and particularly 
westerners, than of Cypriots. For example, in the company he worked at he 
was given more interesting and creative work to do than his Cypriot 
colleagues. He feels there might be something of the colonial past involved 
here, where English as a native language is highly valued, together with an 
underlying concept that westerners can do things better.  However, he finds 
it difficult to integrate into the Cypriot culture. 

For example I don’t fit into this macho attitude of going hunting. 
Especially as there is not much to hunt apart from a few rabbits but it is 
ritualistic to go with a dog and go shooting at things that don’t exist. It’s 
something that will never interest me whatsoever. Like sitting around 
and talking about soúvla (barbecued meat) is also uninteresting to me. 

With three small children to look after and his wife in full-time employment at 
a big company, Bruce finds little time to socialise with anyone outside work-
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time. He does the school runs every day and keeps the house until his wife 
returns from work. The family owns a flat in the city area outside the centre 
and have a Filipina maid to help with housework and looking after the 
children when they are not at kindergarten.  

I’ll be up from six in the morning and go until ten o’clock a night, so 
there’s not much time to socialise. Even with my wife conversations also 
are mainly about the children or household. 

Bruce finds Nicosia a difficult place to live in, with the traffic congestion, the 
lack of bicycle lanes and proper public transport as well as the lack of parks, 
greenery and child-friendly public spaces. When off work, which is mostly in 
the summer, he goes around the city with the children. But that, he laments, 
in the summer means spending a lot of time in fast-food stores. 

There are very limited places to go to. When it’s 40 degrees outside, 
there is air-conditioning there, and places to play, and food. I get bored 
there, the food’s crap, I don’t like it but it’s really cold in there and if you 
are coming from 45-degree heat outside and you don’t pay for the air 
conditioning, it’s OK. 

Some of the parks are also nice, but they are not nearby. The one in his 
neighbourhood is dirty and not well managed. Others are small, the toys a nd 
equipment broken, but there are some that are decent. Bruce also likes the 
mountains, where it is cool in the summer and there is a lot of greenery.  

Bruce’s family and friends are in the US, with the exception of a very good 
friend who by coincidence also moved to Cyprus around the same time. But 
he does not keep in close contact with his family in the States. Since the 
children were born it has become prohibitively expensive to fly out with the 
family and it is difficult for him to leave them for long periods, so not really 
worth the long trip.  

I had connections with the US embassy here and used to get invited to 
the 4th July celebrations but they stopped inviting me – I don’t know if 
that has to do with a joke I made last time about George Bush’s intellect!   

Over the years, Bruce has become interested in the Cyprus conflict and has 
undertaken research on it from his own area of expertise. He has met a lot of 
Turkish-Cypriots and has crossed the border many times. He is pleased that 
since 2003 Turkish-Cypriots are now seen in the south, that there are Turkish-
Cypriot students at the universities and he has Turkish-Cypriot co-workers.  
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Bruce is not thinking of returning to the US, especially as he sees that the 
economic situation there is heading for a bad recession His wife, however, is 
more interested in the prospect or returning.    

 

6.   Grace 

Name: Grace 
Sex: Female 
Age: late 30s 
Nationality: Filipina 
Profession: Domestic worker 
 

Grace is one of the thousands of Filipina domestic workers in Cyprus whose 
nationality is used to signify their work. She came to Cyprus in 1999, after her 
husband left her, with the goal of earning money to send back to pay for the 
education of her children, who were then between 10 and 17. She has been 
successful in sending back money since then, but has never earned enough 
to fund a trip back home. Her two siblings are also working abroad. 

She was initially contracted to work in a house on a coastal area, but after a 
violent incident that resulted in a trial but which she prefers not to talk about, 
she moved to Nicosia two years later. Work has not been as easy to find in 
the capital. She lived with friends for a while and then moved to another flat, 
which she shares with two other friends.  

In the morning we go to work and we go back home in the evening. 
During our free time I stay with my friends, sometimes we go to the park 
to spend the time. My favourite place in Nicosia is the park between 
Eleftheria and Solomou squares because every Sunday we have fun with 
friends there, sometimes we bring snacks and we drink – we spend our 
time there. 

Her friends are mostly from the Philippines, but she also has Indonesian and 
African friends, and some Cypriots who are married to Filipinos. She prefers 
Nicosia to the place she worked in before, because that was a village and she 
felt isolated there. 

Asked about bad experiences in Nicosia, she hesitates: 
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You know, I have so much bad experience. Sometimes I walk along the 
street and a man will come up to me and offer me 20, 30 pounds to ‘go 
with them’. 

But she has also had friendly relations with Cypriots, especially an elderly 
woman she once worked for, who used to phone and talk to her often, but 
she died recently. 

Since her first job, Grace has had problems finding a full-time new job. She 
therefore works cleaning houses on a recommendation basis and in an ad 
hoc way. Although the court sentenced her assailant in its verdict, Grace’s 
visa status has not been regularised since the end of the trial. This makes it 
difficult to secure a job and make long-term plans. Grace’s application for 
permanent residence was rejected recently and she is now appealing.   

The salary she makes in this irregular way is actually higher than in her 
previous job, but because she now has to spend money on accommodation 
and food, the extra income disappears. Yet she still makes sure that she 
sends around 300 CYP (500 euros) a month back home. 

Grace would like to have her status regularised so that she can work in a 
regular job in the coming years. But in terms of longer plans, she would like 
to return to the Philippines. 

  When I grow old I would not like to stay here. I would like to go back 
home. 

She also hopes that her children will be able to finish their study courses and 
find better jobs than her, so that they don’t have to clean houses. 

But the problem is that even if you finish a course, like me I finished 
midwifery, and was working in a clinic in the Philippines, but when I 
came here, nothing – I was just a maid, cleaning the toilet. 

Would she like a job in the hospital here? 

  Sure! How I wish!  
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7.   Tatiana 

 
Name: Tatiana 
Sex: Female 
Age: late 30s 
Nationality: Russian 
Profession: Businesswoman 
 

Tatiana is a managing director of her own company, which provides services 
to corporate firms. She is one of the thousands of Russians living and owning 
businesses on the island. She initially came in 2000 as a student and has lived 
in Nicosia since. In that period, she met her future husband – a Cypriot – got 
married, had a child, and then divorced. 

Even though she has been married to a Cypriot and has given birth to a 
Cypriot national, she has still not been granted permanent residency and is 
living on a temporary permit, which she has had to renew every five years, 
but from next year will have to extend it on a yearly basis. She has looked 
into securing a permanent residency document, but the paperwork and time 
involved makes it impossible for her to do so, so she prefers to go on living 
on the temporary permit.  

It takes forever to collect all those documents in order to get the yellow 
paper [residency] which they can revoke at any time, so it’s a waste of 
time… Last time I travelled abroad I was asked by the immigration officer 
how come I have an education visa for so many years but no passport 
yet. I said it’s not so easy to get a passport and he was like ‘I don’t 
understand why we get all this mávrous [blacks], Sri Lankan, Pakistani, 
Bangladeshi people, and we don’t give passports to white people’ – it 
was his independent opinion that he would rather have white people 
with Cypriot passports than people of third world countries; so I said 
‘listen, Russia is still considered a third world country, what are you 
talking about?’  

She had applied for a passport while she was married but the process takes 
three years, so by the time she received an answer she was already divorced 
and her application was rejected. She has had female friends in similar 
situations who received rejections on the basis that they were judged to be 
‘of bad character’ (kakoú haraktíra). She is keenly aware of the stereotypical 
attitude towards Russian women in Cyprus. During the recent presidential 
election campaign (February 2008), she remembers receiving a text message 
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on her mobile against the communist party candidate (who was eventually 
elected) urging Cypriot women to unite because in the event of the 
candidate’s victory ‘Russian women would come over and take your 
husbands’.  

I mean, I wish someone with a European or Cypriot passport would 
imagine just for one day being Ukrainian or Russian woman married with 
a Cypriot – otherwise they would never understand it. 

When she first arrived, people would harass Russian women on the street and 
call them Natashas, like in Turkey, thinking they were all prostitutes. 
Trafficking for sexual exploitation was on the rise then and Russian 
newspapers would publicise job opportunities for housemaids, but when the 
girls arrived they would find out the jobs were in cabarets. This has also made 
it difficult for her to be accepted and make friends. She has a small circle of 
friends now, mostly foreign nationals, but not only Russians. She finds that 
Cypriot society is generally unwilling to accept differences, finds Cypriots 
insular, uninterested in anything not involving Cyprus, and narrow minded.  

Tatiana has suffered domestic violence in the past and has found it difficult to 
claim her rights in that situation. She paid large amounts of money to lawyers, 
just because they had access to the law. 

  In all the years I have been here I have never seen the Cyprus 
constitution. 

The divorce proceedings lasted for two-and-a-half years and she was in the 
end excluded from eligibility for government support because the lawyer said 
‘you drive an expensive car’ – her income did not matter. But she was one of 
the lucky ones, because she did not have to appear in court.  

Asked about social activities, she explains her differences with the Russian 
community in Cyprus, especially those living in Limassol.  

The Russians who live here keep to themselves, they are the people who 
got rich after the collapse of the USSR, and have nothing to do with 
Russians in Russia. Whatever friends they do have, well, let’s call them 
drinking friends. There is nothing to do here, no theatre, no opera, I’m 
sorry but there is really nothing to do here.  

Her opinion of Cypriot culture is low, she admits, and this is also related to 
politics and racism. She has a friend who sends her child to a state school 
and described how one day the child returned home saying that in Turkey 
they are animals and they eat people. 
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This is not right. I mean, come on, you lost the war, get over it. They still 
brainwash children... I don’t care about politics, but children suffer.   

She spends her time working and raising her child. She also trains other 
children in gymnastics in the afternoons. She hardly has time to go out and is 
not interested in just going out to drink. She has recently attended some 
cultural events but even these have not been well publicised. She looks 
forward to travelling abroad and does not miss a chance to go to the opera 
when in Prague, for example.  

She keeps in contact with her parents, but cannot travel often. She used to 
long to go back but now, comparing the situation there and here, when she is 
in Russia she cannot wait to get out.  

I am a foreigner there and I’m a foreigner here. I sometimes get asked 
at the Russian border my reasons for travelling and whether I have a 
return ticket. 

 

8.   Teresa 

Name: Teresa 
Sex: Female 
Age: early 30s 
Nationality: Cameroonian 
Profession: Shop assistant 
 

Teresa is one of the first African migrants to have arrived in Cyprus and has 
seen the community slowly grow to a couple of thousand. She arrived in 
Cyprus as a refugee seeking political asylum in 2001 and had her status 
recognised in 2003. She initially arrived in one of the coastal towns but 
immediately looked for the office of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) and thus came to Nicosia. She prefers not to speak of 
the reasons that led her to Cyprus and the problems she faced back home. 
But she does mention she was a teacher at home. 

Once her status was recognised she registered for a postgraduate course, 
and earned a scholarship whereby she worked in research at the school in 
return for her fees. When she finished she got a job at a company and 
eventually her current position as a salesperson at a shop.  
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She remembers her first days in Nicosia with relief, thinking how far she had 
come. 

When I first arrived I came to Nicosia and I slept at the park for three 
days… It was the park below Solomou square, where the bus station is 
and I remember I used to come up to the square and when I saw any 
black person I used to tell them ‘I am hungry’. There was one gentleman 
from Sierra Leone and he’s the one who used to give me food… 
Eventually I found my church and they put me up in a hostel… This was 
the first place I lived in – Crown Hotel… The first crime I witnessed was 
there. I remember I woke up one morning and saw a guy sharpening his 
knife. When I returned that night I heard that he had killed somebody… 
There were people from all around the world there. 

Because she was an asylum seeker, the Welfare Office paid the 2CYP (3.50 
euros) per day rent for most of the people there. Eventually she was given a 
job as a carpenter in a small handcraft business and with the salary she got 
she was able to get out of the hotel and move somewhere better. She had to 
share at the beginning and slowly managed to get to the position of renting 
her own house now with her husband, also a Cameroonian, whom she met in 
Cyprus. 

Although Teresa’s status allowed her to work legally, she was made to work 
illegally by her employers, because they did not pay social insurance for her, 
and made her work without a contract. By the time she was at her second job, 
her refugee status was recognised and this time she knew her rights and 
asked for national insurance. 

The toughest period was the two years she had to work while studying, when 
she used to wake up early in the morning to go to work and not return until 
very late at night after her evening classes had finished. 

In her current job she has been promoted from a salesperson to assistant 
manager, but she still feels she is not allowed to work to her full capacity.  

One of the things she likes about Nicosia is that there are now many more 
African migrants. 

 I’ll tell you what – I haven’t slept since yesterday [Saturday]. It’s not 
because I don’t want to sleep. It’s because there is life out there. We 
went to eat at eight, then my husband and his friends went to a 
nightclub, then I went to pick them up and we stayed up talking and now 
they are sleeping in my living room. I feel there are people around me 
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that I can talk to and express how I feel. There is this community 
consciousness among us.  

Teresa has friends from different circles. In addition to her work, she is also 
involved in anti-racism activism. She feels Cypriots in this network are her 
good friends, but people from work also call her to share problems, so they 
are also friends. She has African friends who she goes out with, clubbing and 
coming home and sleeping on the floor. But she has friends from her church 
as well. They are all her friends but belong to very different groups, who 
would not necessarily get on with each other.  

They would just have nothing to talk about. My social friends, from 
Africa, I would not mind mixing with my friends from church because 
they are also African and could go out together. 

Teresa arrived in Cyprus when racism was at its peak and got very involved 
with an activist group, with whom she still works. She feels that they think like 
her and she shares their values. She has learnt a lot from this involvement – 
about the projects, about the politics of immigration and the way the Cypriot 
government works on this issue.  

Sometimes when I hear people say Cypriots are racists I get very 
offended because I know Cypriots who are not racist. 

She now works on research into migrant women, trafficking, and prostitution. 
She hopes that the ‘artiste’ visas will be abolished. It is an issue that is 
affecting African women, she finds, but not overly so. Most of the African 
women in the sex industry are students, she has found. Some go into it to 
make ends meet; some are forced by the people they come in contact with. 

The worst experience she has had was hearing a job interviewer comment to 
the panel, in Greek, ‘she is good, but she is black’. But there is another level 
to racism, whereby people who employ foreigners illegally prefer to employ 
whites (e.g. Iraqis, Syrians) because it is less easy to spot the fact that they 
are not Cypriots. Things are changing though, she says. 

Although Teresa’s status is now normalised, her husband’s is not, which 
means that he cannot travel. Teresa does not believe this is because of 
‘bureaucracy’, but because of the individuals involved in the approvals. This 
also goes for health cards, insurance cards, etc.  

Teresa would like to have her husband’s status regularised and be able to live 
in Cyprus without worrying about it. She plans to move to a better job to allow 
her more financial freedom and is also planning to register for a doctorate, 
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maybe abroad if necessary, perhaps in Britain or Canada. She would 
eventually like to go back home and help with the breast cancer campaign 
there. 

 I have been waiting for things to change and I will go back home. 

 

9.   Ronî 

Name: Ronî 
Sex: Male 
Age: late 30s 
Nationality: Turkish 
Profession: Technician 
 

Ronî is one of a few hundred Kurds who live in southern Cyprus. He came to 
the island from his home town in Turkey in 2005 in order to escape the 
possibility of further imprisonment after he was released as part of an 
amnesty for political prisoners. He had been held in various prisons for the 
previous eight years for being politically active in the Kurdish independence 
movement and was tortured on a number of occasions. He initially went to 
northern Cyprus and spent a couple of weeks in northern Nicosia before 
crossing the Green Line clandestinely. He applied for asylum on arrival and 
was recognised as a refugee in 2008. Ronî chose his own pseudonym, which 
he says is a purely Kurdish name.  

I had another year to go before my original sentence was over. I did not 
believe the amnesty was genuine, it was a front for Turkey to show 
‘good behaviour’ to Europe. the situation is such that you can be 
arrested at any time for new offences. 

Ronî was and continues to be involved in communist politics. He had visited 
Greece before his arrest and had only good memories of Athens, so he 
believed he would find something similar in Cyprus. He initially went to 
Limassol, where he lived in a run-down hotel for a few days. But he eventually 
managed to contact friends and came to Nicosia, where he received help 
with finding accommodation and building his first circle of friends.   

The eight years he spent in prison took him away from his family. He came on 
his own to Cyprus and, apart from a brother in Europe, has left everyone else 
behind. 
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I sometimes forget their names when I speak to them on the phone… it 
also gets cut off quite often because the phones are listened to in 
Turkey. 

After applying for asylum he was chosen to enter an EU-funded integration 
programme for refugees (EQUAL), which allowed him to take Greek language 
lessons (which he still continues) and to follow a technical course. On 
finishing the course he was able to find work with a small company installing 
electrical appliances. The money he makes now allows him a marginally 
better standard of living than the welfare benefit he received as an 
unemployed asylum seeker.  

After paying the rent and bills there was very little left for food and any 
other expense. 

However, in the last year rising prices have begun to be a problem, and this 
worries him. 

 I think Cyprus joining the Eurozone was a big mistake… because the 
pound was so strong… and it may not be obvious now, but it will become 
in the future.   

Ronî has hardly any other problems in Cyprus, even with bureaucracy. 

Bureaucracy is a problem in any state of the world – bureaucracy is a 
problem by itself, that’s the communist perspective; this is natural. 
Others look at the issue from the outside only, I don’t. It’s true; refugees 
(mülteci) do face problems here. But on the other hand you need to 
understand these people (halk) too, who face their own problems. Their 
country has been divided in two; their heart is divided, just like our heart 
is divided in four parts [between the countries in which Kurdistan lies]. I 
understand this, and very well. What can you expect from these people 
(ınsanlar)? Of course human rights should be respected. There are 
people coming here from all corners of the world. On the other hand 
the people here are fighting to reunite their island, to solve their own 
problems. And on the other side there are the pressures from the EU, 
England, the US… But there is democracy here, respect for the law, 
human rights. I don’t think there is a problem on this issue. On the other 
hand, the possibilities of taking in refugees are limited, we are talking 
about 50,000 refugees here, who will control this? ... you should take 
whoever you can and the ones you cannot, you should tell them. 
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Ronî has friends from work, from his classes, and from the communist group 
he is involved with. Most are Greek-Cypriots – he has very few Kurdish 
friends. 

 The Kurdish community here is fractured; many support PKK politics 
which I do not agree with. Kurds are a much divided people. 

When he has free time Ronî likes to go to the beach in the summer. 

Because of the time I spent in prison, I cannot stay at home within four 
walls. I need to be outside. 

Ronî finds little to dislike in Nicosia, but finds the lack of greenery a problem. 
His long-term plans are to stay in Cyprus, set up his own business, and 
perhaps start a family. 

 

10. Sergio 

Name: Sergio 
Sex: Male 
Age: late 30s 
Nationality: Italian 
Profession: Office administrator 
 

Sergio is one of thousands of EU citizens who have chosen to live in Cyprus. 
He originally came for a holiday in 2000, and moved to the country and to 
Nicosia permanently with his Cypriot partner in 2003.  

[When I first came] I still thought Cyprus was Greek, not a country of its 
own. 

He came for love, as he puts it, and for that reason he likes living on the 
island, but is conscious of the fact that otherwise he would not choose to live 
in Cyprus. He was accepted quite easily by friends and family, apart from 
some distant relatives, where the questioning is palpable. 

Because of the situation – well, ‘because of the situation!’ (laughs at 
quoting himself). I can say that I’m gay! I live in Cyprus with another 
man, and that’s another particularity of the case. 
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Sergio has faced relatively few problems with the authorities, his legalisation 
process or discrimination. He found a job quite easily and the issuing of 
relevant permits went smoothly. 

But integration is not easy, it’s still work-in-progress. For some reasons I 
can understand it but in other ways, it’s just like ‘OK let’s just get over it 
and move on’. But it’s like the inborn hate toward foreigners – not 
because they hate them or whatever, but there is a kind of, you know, 
distrust, or, just sick of them – in a way. 

He is asked if he is talking about xenophobia. 

They are not dangerous. Xenophobia to me comes to extremes when it 
becomes dangerous. They are not physically aggressive, let’s put it that 
way, but they exclude, in different ways.  

He has felt excluded at times in social encounters where he was seen as a 
foreigner, but has never experienced xenophobia.  

Cypriots will never tell you directly what they think. Even the close 
friends I have they are always, you know, they try not to harm, or maybe 
they are embarrassed, sometimes, too – I think they are more 
embarrassed, maybe because they are not so confident?’  

He feels that language played a key role in this and remembers that for the 
first two years he did not speak the language. But he did learn by hearing and 
that made a difference. He is also aware of the difference in the integration 
process of other Europeans. 

If you can manage to break the barrier of the language then it’s a lot 
easier. I’m Italian, so I’m luckier…if I were British I would not be living in 
Cyprus… because I think they feel it and they know that they are not 
particularly liked. 

Sergio likes the old part of Nicosia most because it is unique and offers 
something, in the architecture and the atmosphere of its old neighbourhoods, 
which is not available in other areas of the town, which are indistinguishable 
from places elsewhere.  

The first time I was left alone in Nicosia was in the old part of town, and I 
just walked – it was in the afternoon, and I just walked and walked for 
three hours, I just said ‘wow!’…  I think it’s fascinating. Apart from the 
architecture and from what you see it’s just this whole atmosphere that 
you breathe in… The winters on Saturday morning we’re at the market, 
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palyá  aghorá [old marketplace] every time. And there’s a souvlaki place 
right there…that’s what I like of Nicosia. Because you are still in a city, a 
metropolitan city let’s say, but you still find these places. 

Yet he does try to ‘escape’ in his free time, especially in the summers when 
he goes to the beach. 

I would like in Limassol if I had to choose… [because of] the sea, and the 
atmosphere… i Lemeshaní en kalíteri (Limassolians are better! – laughs) 

He also visits the north quite often, as a tourist and for its beaches. 

One of the things he dislikes about Cypriot society is the ‘nouveau-riche’ 
attitude of some Nicosians.   

 Not even in Milan there are people with such attitudes.  And I am not a 
racist but I am a classist. Definitely, I mean I cannot handle certain kinds 
of attitudes, you know, well, of the rich, of the nouveau riche, of the 
people sitting in Pralina [a posh downtown café] in Stasikratous 
[expensive shopping street], that really irritates me. I don’t know why. 

Sergio’s friends are mostly Cypriot, but with some there is an ‘Italian’ 
connection, in that they have studied in Italy.   

Sergio is working in the fashion sector ‘inevitably, being from Milan’, he jokes, 
and is planning to set up his own business in Cyprus soon. 
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Part 3. Analysis 
 

3.1. Legal status, protection and dealing with authorities 

Public services 

For most of the interviewees, access to services is limited or non-existent. 
This is not the case, however, for naturalised Cypriots, non-visa nationals, or 
recognised refugees. For some, this means that the lack of access affects 
even those who are covered indirectly, as, for example, one interviewee who 
is a recognised refugee married to an individual who is not. 

 I have all the cards, medical card, insurance card, the lot; but my 
husband has none. (Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop 
assistant) 

Education is in general much more accessible than other services. An 
overview of some of the services is given below. 

Health  

Health services are offered by the Republic in government hospitals in the 
main towns or smaller outpatient centres in urban neighbourhoods and rural 
areas. Nicosia is the location of the central government hospital, which 
possesses specialised equipment not available elsewhere, as well as the main 
children’s hospital, where incubators for premature births are available, and 
the oncology centre, providing treatment for cancer patients island-wide. 
These medical centres attract patients from the whole of Cyprus, including 
Turkish-Cypriots residing in the north, who are entitled to use health services 
in the south. With the exceptions of emergency treatment and treatment at 
the oncology centre, access to free healthcare for Cypriots is limited on the 
basis of income and thus the profile of visitors to government health facilities 
is generally lower-class-based. This also holds for migrants who have secured 
permanent residence permits or have been naturalised. EU residents are 
allowed basic health cover while in Cyprus, recognised refugees, and some 
asylum seekers who manage to overcome bureaucratic obstacles to securing 
a ‘health card’. Yet not all who are covered access this type of healthcare, 
recognising the problems in its provision. 

 I do have free medical care but I don’t use it because I don’t trust the 
hospital that much (Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian shop 
assistant) 
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In other cases, migrants with access to hospital services also find that these 
may not adequately address their needs. This may not be due to any 
particular practices of exclusion, but instead points to a lack of a specialised 
unit within the health sector to deal with health problems affecting migrants 
specifically, such as a rehabilitation unit for victims of violence. Ronî, who still 
has memory lapses due to torture suffered while in prison in Turkey, has not 
received adequate treatment: 

I did not receive treatment at the hospital but visited a centre [operated 
by an NGO] where I received support for a while. I followed numerous 
sessions, but I can’t say they helped.’ (Ronî, male, late 30s, technician)    

On the other extreme, undocumented migrants have no access to health 
services, apart from emergency treatment. Health and safety information is 
rather limited and available chiefly from the Ministry of Labour and the 
Pancyprian Labour Federation. This means that undocumented migrants are 
more exposed to health hazards at work and less likely to receive specialised 
treatment in the event of an accident or occupational illness. A recent report 
has shown that workplace accidents involving foreign workers are generally 
low in frequency compared with the total, but disaggregated occupational 
illness statistics are not available (Stavrou, 20075). Transmittable diseases like 
HIV are generally treated with suspicion by the general population and this 
means that while it is difficult for sufferers to lead a normal social life and get 
adequate care on the island, this is doubly so for migrants, legal or 
undocumented who may even be deported on account of their disease 
(health certificates are required of some groups of migrants for granting the 
relevant visas). Another difficult area to access as a migrant is cancer 
treatment, where there is general shortage and in such cases, migrants 
without permanent links to Cyprus (e.g. immediate family, permanent 
residency) leave the country and seek treatment at home. In one case, an 
immigrant support NGO noted, a domestic worker who was diagnosed with 
cancer was dismissed and a deportation order was issued (Representative, 
migrant rights NGO).     

In addition to these problems interviewees who have had access to the 
health system have reported discriminatory approaches by hospital staff that 
included xenophobic comments by nurses and what to them appeared as 
intentionally clumsy jobs by the doctors. 

People who have heard what happens at the hospital have taken out 
loans to give birth in private clinics. As soon as they hear you are not a 

 
5 Data on working conditions and accidents available at 
www.eurofound.europa.eu/ewco/studies/tn0701038s/cy0701039q.htm  

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/ewco/studies/tn0701038s/cy0701039q.htm
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local they start to ask: ‘do you have a resident’s permit? Are your 
children from the same husband?’ Who cares? I can have 20 different 
children from different husbands. Even a simple cut that has to be cut 
horizontally they cut vertically, so imagine what’s going on.  

(Tatiana, late 30s, Russian, businesswoman)   
 

Education 

In the area of education the situation is vastly better, as most children, 
regardless of status, now enjoy access to primary education. As most migrant 
workers, however, migrate as single individuals leaving their families behind, 
the number of migrant children in school is far lower than the estimated 
number of adult migrants in the south (Statistical Service, 2007: 70). On the 
whole, special measures are not taken by schools to ensure the integration of 
migrant children and the national curriculum is rather ethnocentric 
(Makriyianni and Psaltis, 2007; Philippou, 2006). However, schools in Nicosia 
with high proportions of migrant children do not appear to face major 
problems in terms of truancy, reaching targets, or violence. On the contrary, 
one such school in inner city Nicosia was praised earlier in the year by the 
Minister of Education for setting an example in terms of multicultural 
education In addition, there are private, foreign language schools (mostly 
concentrated in Nicosia) offering education at all levels that both local and 
foreign students can attend, provided they pass an entrance examination and 
pay the private tuition fees. What these schools offer is education that is 
relatively free from the nationalism cultivated in state schools. 

Once my son came back from school [a state kindergarten] and wanted 
to kick Turks until they left Cyprus. (Bruce, male, early 40s, lecturer)  

In addition, private schools offer multilingual competency, which is highly 
valued by some migrants.  

One of the reasons we moved to Nicosia is so that my kids go to French 
school because the one in Limassol was closing because there was no 
money to support us. (Katarina, female, early 30s, alternative therapist) 

Adult education is also offered at government evening schools. Although 
subsidised, this is not a free service and for most migrants it is used as an 
integration device for learning the Greek language. Other language 
programmes are also offered to migrants for free through EU funding to 
NGOs (e.g. the EQUAL initiative).    
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According to the education report of the government’s statistical service for 
2004–05, foreign students at all levels of education totalled 15,015 
representing less than 10 per cent of the 173,627 total. The majority of these 
foreign students were enrolled in private schools in a ratio of roughly 60 per 
cent. The greatest differences in ratio between attendance of private and 
governmental institutions were to be found in preprimary and tertiary 
education, the latter of which registered also the highest total number of 
foreign students, nearly a third of the whole migrant student population 
(4,552). It is notable however that for primary and secondary education, 
attendance at government schools was higher than for private ones 
(Statistical Service, 2006c: 36). This could mean that in the 6–18 age group, 
where education is compulsory, the number of migrant families who choose 
to send their children to government schools is larger than those who do not. 
However, for younger ages pre-elementary education may be costly for 
some, and/or not preferable to home education for others, thus leaving the 
higher-class migrant children (whose parents can afford foreign-language 
kindergartens) in the majority of those in school. At the other end, private 
universities functioning in English attract large numbers of migrants who 
come as students; this, coupled with the possibility that some migrant 
children might not pursue university education, renders private institutions 
the educational option preferred by the majority of migrant students in 
education. A number of the interviewees in this report originally came as 
students – all went to private universities operating in the English language.  
 

Social services         

Social services are available to certain groups of migrants, mainly refugees 
and asylum seekers. For these categories, the Welfare Office at the Ministry 
of Labour is the key reference point.  

The kinds of support provided used to include job allocation for asylum 
seekers, but as one of the interviewees noted, this has recently been 
discontinued and instead a monthly stipend is provided. In fact, a mixed 
system is thought to persist, whereby some asylum seekers are allocated 
jobs in sectors where there is shortage of local or EU labour (e.g. agriculture) 
or are given a monthly stipend. Yet this stipend still remains low and can 
ensure no more than a minimal living standard, thus probably pushing 
recipients, into undocumented work.  

My welfare benefit is my only source for surviving here now. Now I get 
322 CYP(c . 600 euros) a month… I pay 100 CYP (c.  190 euros) for the 
rent of one room in a house, and then I have other expenses like 
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telephone, and these expenses tend to rise. But before they raised the 
level, I used to get 200 CYP  (c. 380 euros) a month and I really suffered 
then. (Eshan, male, mid-40s, asylum seeker)   

Furthermore, some experts note that of the 10,000 asylum applicants 
awaiting a decision every year, only 500 have managed to register for these 
allowances because of the complicated bureaucracy involved and the limited 
information provided to asylum applicants regarding their rights 
(Representative, migrant rights NGO).  

Disability benefits are very difficult for migrants to access. Even when they 
do, these can be taken away very easily, with little consideration of the harm 
this could cause to the family. In one case, for example, an NGO reported that 
the benefits of a refugee family of a disabled child were cut when the social 
services decided that the father, who had been the main family member 
looking after the child, was able to work and therefore was not eligible for 
benefits (Representative, refugee rights NGO).   

Conclusions regarding pensions are difficult to reach because mass migration 
is a relatively recent phenomenon, meaning that only a very small proportion, 
if any at all, of long-term migrants have already reached the relevant age in 
Cyprus.   

Housing 

Housing is not available to most groups of migrants. One exception is asylum 
seekers and refugees. As one interviewee stated, while still waiting for the 
asylum application to be examined, they were housed in a hotel in Nicosia at 
a rate of 3.50 euros per night, which was covered by the Welfare Office. The 
conditions were however described as appalling.  

It was a dirty and crime-infested place… The kitchen was dirtier than my 
kitchen back home. (Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop 
assistant) 

In addition, there is one reception centre for asylum seekers, with a capacity 
to house around 80 people, consisting of a number of prefabricated houses. 
This is outside Kofinou village, near Larnaca, and therefore cannot be used by 
people working in Nicosia (Representative, migrant rights NGO). Other 
problems have been noted by experts regarding this centre, but this is 
beyond the scope of this study on Nicosia. 

However, it is interesting to note that social housing estates, originally built to 
house Greek-Cypriots refugees displaced from the north in 1974, are 
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beginning to be inhabited by migrants. This is facilitated by recent policies of 
the government to provide ownership titles to the original inhabitants – until 
this change they had been allowed to live in the houses but not own them 
(largely to sustain the nationalist discourse that all refugees had homes to go 
back to once the political problem was settled, and that they all would 
eventually). This allowed Greek-Cypriots to move out of dilapidated buildings 
and rent them at affordable prices to migrants (Representative, Pancyprian 
Refugee Committee).        

Work  

According to the statistical department’s research for 2005, the registered 
migrant working population totalled 50,000 (averaged by quarters), 60 per 
cent of which was non-EU nationals. Of those, two-thirds were women (the 
vast majority between 25 and 55) and only a third were men (Statistical 
Service, 2006b: 45–46). This represented around 65 per cent of the total 
registered migrant population, made up of 40,000 EU nationals and 40,000 
non-EU nationals (Statistical Service, 2006b: 30–31). However, the registered 
migrant unemployed only totalled 3,500 across all age groups, i.e. a ratio of 
only four per cent (Statistical Service, 2006b: 142–143). From this it could be 
surmised that: 

− the majority of registered migrant workers are women, most of 
whom enter the country on work visas for domestic workers or 
artistes  

− there could be a sizeable proportion of male migrant workers who 
are not registered 

− many migrants who are either workers or unemployed remain 
unregistered.  

Foreigners migrating to Cyprus for work fall into a number of categories for 
which work contracts are drawn up. These contracts are produced by the 
Ministry of the Interior, and this is one issue that has concerned NGOs 
working in the field of migrants’ rights, who are suggesting that such 
contracts come under the authority of the Ministry of Labour. Examples of 
such work categories are domestic workers, artistes, agricultural and tourism 
industry workers. These categories are considered by authorities to be 
sectors in which there is shortage of labour from within the local and EU-
citizen population. 

Of these, the most problematic are work contracts accompanying artiste 
visas, which are granted to women entering Cyprus to work in bars and 
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nightclubs known as cabarets. These establishments are not legally allowed 
to sell sex services, but in practice do and it has been established by various 
local and international organisations that the existence of the ‘artiste’ 
migration category (in the form of artiste visas) promotes and perpetuates 
trafficking for sexual exploitation (MIGS, 2007a; CEDAW, 2006: §286). It has 
been estimated that around 2,000 artiste visas are issued per year (MIGS, 
2007a: 8). The work contracts accompanying these visas stipulate that 
artistes are allowed to enter and work on the island for three months in 
entertainment establishments. Re-entry is allowed once there has been an 
intervening period of living outside the country, and it is assumed, working 
elsewhere (ibid: 10–11). The contract binds the manager of the 
establishment, the artiste’s agent and the artiste and further defines the 
working hours as 9:30 pm to 4:00 am, six days a week. It also sets the wages 
at around 27 euros per day, out of which the artiste keeps 17 euros, the rest 
being deducted to pay taxes, accommodation, contributions for her ticket 
fare and agent’s commission. A leaflet is also provided to these migrants 
informing them of where they can report abuse of the contract, labour or 
sexual exploitation and stating that prostitution is not allowed.  

However, as in practice many women find themselves unable to escape the 
exploitation of an employer (e.g. because their documents are often withheld 
by the latter), only a very small proportion of violations of contracts are ever 
brought to light. Research has also shown that exploited women (often 
rightly) assume that reporting to the police will not yield results, as officers 
are unwilling to see them as anything but prostitutes (Agathangelou, 2004: 
133). Thus, such contracts are often violated in multiple ways: in terms of the 
job description, working hours, and wages.  

Similar problems exist with contracts relating to domestic work, although the 
working conditions are by comparison vastly better. These contracts, also 
drawn up by the Migration Department, bind the domestic worker and her (in 
most cases) employer and set the working hours (seven hours during day-
time, six days a week) and salary of the employee (260 euros). One clause 
that has been deemed problematic by experts is the clause forbidding the 
employee from unionising (MIGS, 2007b: 27; MIGS, 2008) especially in light of 
the fact that there is a Union of the Employers of Domestic Workers. The lack 
of unionising activities also means that other workers’ unions cannot access 
information regarding violated labour rights and therefore cannot lobby for 
their restoration. In addition, the fact that domestic workers live in the 

 
6 All documents relating to that CEDAW session can be downloaded from: 
www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/35sess.htm  
7 Report available at www.medinstgenderstudies.org/wp/wp-
content/uploads/study_visit_reportcyprus_5-6-07_final.pdf  

http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/35sess.htm
http://www.medinstgenderstudies.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/study_visit_reportcyprus_5-6-07_final.pdf
http://www.medinstgenderstudies.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/study_visit_reportcyprus_5-6-07_final.pdf
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employer’s house means that they have little control over their private lives 
and are even more vulnerable to exploitation. In this situation, employers may 
also feel justified to control the employee’s sexual life and for example 
demand that they have no boyfriends (Agathangelou, 2004: 87). From the 
interviews conducted it appears that such labour exploitation is often 
practised in different ways: from requiring that the employee is on call full-
time, to sharing the contract between a number of houses and thus 
potentially increasing the hours of work, to sexually abusing her.       

In my previous job [at a family house] I used to finish at 3 or 4pm and 
go to my room to rest. Now with yayá and papoú [the elderly couple 
she looks after] there is no such rest. (Neela, female, late 40s, Sri 
Lankan, domestic worker)  

By comparison, men’s work in the agricultural or tourism sectors seems to be 
rather less formalised with workers being able to change employers. 
However, little research is available on this topic and thus no safe 
conclusions can be reached at present. 

Police, criminal justice and detention 

The relations of migrants to police and the criminal justice system could be 
taken as indicative, at an extreme end, of the level of social acceptance of 
different groups.  

 People from all over the world meet on Saturdays outside a discount 
store and drink. People living upstairs do not like the noise and call the 
police. In the past, police would come and swear at us, telling to go back 
where we came from and so on. Now they just tell us to keep the noise 
down. So even the police are changing (laughs)! Last Saturday they 
came and said to us ‘look, we don’t have the right to tell you to go 
home, you can stay and drink, but please keep the noise down’. I 
thought ‘wow! Things are changing!’  

(Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop assistant) 
 

It should be noted however that none of the interviewees described any 
closer encounters with the police, and thus further data on this matter needs 
to be gleaned from relevant reports.  

Governmental criminal statistics show that in 2004 ‘foreigners constituted a 
sizeable proportion of adult offenders and of women in particular. They 
accounted for 30.2 per cent of total convictions for serious offences, 28.8 
per cent of males and 44.5 per cent of females. Offenders of foreign 
nationality committed mainly offences against property, offences against the 
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Narcotic drugs law and offences relating to forgery’ (Statistical Service, 2005: 
5). It is interesting to note however that while conviction rates for Cypriots 
appeared to be around 67 per cent, for foreigners this was a higher 75 per 
cent, both being consistent for both men and women (Statistical Service, 
2005: 95). It is indicative that the lowest proportion of foreign offenders was 
in crimes against public order, with percentages of less than 5 per cent for 
reported cases and 7 per cent for cases solved (ibid: 61–61). This may be 
indicative of the fact that migrants are particularly aware of their precarious 
social position and more unwilling than Cypriots to question authority. In 
relation to crimes against the person, about a third of the victims were 
foreigners (and half of those tourists), with the vast majority suffering bodily 
harm and wounding (ibid, 2005: 79). 

 Regarding rape in particular, victims were in their majority foreign residents 
(12) of whom five were raped by Cypriots and seven by foreign nationals, 
while victims who were foreign tourists totalled eight, of whom half were 
raped by Cypriots, and Cypriot victims totalled six, all raped by Cypriots (ibid: 
73–75). Another category of offences of particular interest with respect to 
migrants is drug crime. In this respect, foreigners constitute 25 per cent of 
those going to court and being convicted, with a notable 50 per cent of 
women offenders between the ages of 16 and 29 being foreigners (ibid: 96). 
Although this may seem alarming, the high percentage may be owed partly to 
the low numbers in this category (a total of 16 cases going to trial). 

Unfortunately, this set of statistics does not provide disaggregated numbers 
for prisoners. However, it needs to be borne in mind that many police stations 
around the country are used for detaining migrants on administrative 
offences, most of which relate to their undocumented status. The police 
annual report for 2007 states that the Aliens and Immigration Unit arrested 
666 ‘illegal migrants’ during the year and that it deported 2,892 persons 
(Cyprus Police Force, 2008: Appendix J8).  

In the same report, it quotes a figure of 7,770 ‘illegal migrants’ which came to 
the Unit’s attention, but this number also includes ‘asylum seekers from the 
occupied territories’ (ibid.). This raises a question as to whether some asylum 
seekers are classified as illegal migrants and thus not granted equal access 
to the asylum process as other asylum seekers. If this is so, it may also 
indicate that such asylum seekers could be detained while their applications 
are being assessed, a practice that would violate their rights – indeed some 
experts claim that this is the case. Where administrative detention of 

 
8 Available at: 
www.police.gov.cy/police/police.nsf/All/5E33B86A265FC46CC22573F0004509CF/$file/etisia per 
cent20ekthesi per cent202007 per cent207.2.08.pdf  

http://www.police.gov.cy/police/police.nsf/All/5E33B86A265FC46CC22573F0004509CF/$file/etisia%20ekthesi%202007%207.2.08.pdf
http://www.police.gov.cy/police/police.nsf/All/5E33B86A265FC46CC22573F0004509CF/$file/etisia%20ekthesi%202007%207.2.08.pdf
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migrants is exercised, it takes place in police stations around the country. In 
Nicosia, the central prison is also used for this purpose, even though the 
migrant detention centre has been sectioned off into the now notorious 
‘Block 10’. In this block most of the detainees are failed asylum seekers who 
are held pending deportation. However, in many cases deportation cannot be 
effected, e.g. when the nationality of a migrant cannot be determined and his 
supposed country of origin will not issue travel documents. In these cases, 
migrants are not released but instead continue to be detained ad infinitum. 
This situation has long been a concern of human rights organisations locally 
and abroad,9 especially after a number of detainees held protests against 
their detention in 2006 and 2007. In these protests, it has come to the 
surface that some detainees had in fact been held in Block 10 for up to three 
years, while unofficial reports claim that longer periods may also apply. 
Although the government has been urged to solve the problem urgently, and 
some long-term detainees have been released, further concrete steps are yet 
to be taken.         

Living with uncertainty 

One of the biggest problems immigrants in Cyprus (as elsewhere) have to 
face is living with uncertainty. This problem is especially acute among the 
population which is undocumented, but is in fact also present among those 
who may be dependent on their employers for their continued residency and 
work papers and those who have long-term plans of staying in Cyprus yet are 
aware of the fact that governmental policy is geared towards discouraging 
people from gaining permanent residency or being naturalised. It is indicative 
in this respect that the ratio of naturalised citizens was not included in the 
last census. It is also worth noting that no regularisation programmes have to 
date been implemented to regularise migrants who may have become ‘illegal’ 
during their stay on the island but who nevertheless may fulfil criteria for 
residency and work permits (Triandafyllidou and Gropas, 2007: 362). The 
phrase ‘once my permit / visa comes through…’ prefaced many of the 
interviewees’ answers to the question regarding their future plans. 

Asylum seekers, as the interviews have shown, are especially vulnerable in 
this situation, as they often find themselves in a situation where their 
applications are being examined for years. This means that they cannot bring 
families into the country who they may have left back home, but also cannot 
plan in the long-term for a life in Cyprus, as they do not know whether they 

 
9 See reports by the Human Rights Commissioner of the Council of Europe (available at 
https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=115655&Site=CommDH&BackColorInternet=FEC65B&BackColo
rIntranet=FEC65B&BackColorLogged=FFC679) and Amnesty International (available at 
http://thereport.amnesty.org/eng/regions/europe-and-central-asia/cyprus). 

https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=115655&Site=CommDH&BackColorInternet=FEC65B&BackColorIntranet=FEC65B&BackColorLogged=FFC679
https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=115655&Site=CommDH&BackColorInternet=FEC65B&BackColorIntranet=FEC65B&BackColorLogged=FFC679
http://thereport.amnesty.org/eng/regions/europe-and-central-asia/cyprus
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will eventually be allowed to stay in the country or not. In addition, they also 
face financial difficulty, as many are not eligible for work permits but instead 
live on minimal benefits provided by the Welfare Department – unless they 
take up work illegally, which puts them in danger of being arrested.  

This situation of uncertainty is also exacerbated by the fact that racism 
persists in many aspects of life in Cyprus, including in the institutions that 
migrants come into contact with. The European Commission against Racism 
and Intolerance (ECRI) in a report published in 2006 highlighted the 
treatment of migrants (including refugees, asylum seekers, and migrant 
workers) as an important issue of concern that needs to be addressed (ECRI, 
2006: 610). Notably, this point was also made within a wider framework in 
which discrimination against Cypriot groups, such as Turkish-Cypriots and 
Roma, was also found to persist. ECRI recommended that the government 
ratifies international conventions on the rights of migrant workers and their 
families, which, to date, it has failed to do. The report has also noted 
problems of discrimination in the institutional framework, as for example, 
regarding the training of police and judicial officers on the matter. Another 
important point highlighted is the lack of free legal aid for administrative 
proceedings, which affect immigrant and asylum seekers directly, since these 
are proceedings relating to the regularisation of their status (ibid: 12–13). In 
light of the problems faced by these groups in living with uncertainty, this 
issue is an additional factor contributing to the precariousness of daily life. 

Conclusion 

In sum, it seems that as far as state institutions are concerned, migrants are 
in an especially vulnerable position within Cypriot society. This is because 
basic measures and policies to ensure migrant integration are still lacking. It 
has been argued that the underlying reason for this lack is the fact that 
Cypriot authorities have thus far failed to see the issue of migration as a 
phenomenon affecting the whole of Cypriot society and instead hold a view 
of migrants as temporary workers, students, or visitors who will eventually 
leave the island without otherwise impacting on social structures.  

Nicosia in this respect reflects the situation that exists throughout the 
southern part of the island, and especially urban centres, with the additional 
factor that governmental institutions are located there. This makes it a central 
point of reference for migrants who seek regularisation or solutions to other 
problems they may be facing, even if they reside in other cities.  

 
10 Available at www.coe.int/t/e/human_rights/ecri/1-ecri/2-country-by-
country_approach/cyprus/Cyprus per cent20third per cent20report per cent20- per cent20cri06-
17.pdf  

http://www.coe.int/t/e/human_rights/ecri/1-ecri/2-country-by-country_approach/cyprus/Cyprus%20third%20report%20-%20cri06-17.pdf
http://www.coe.int/t/e/human_rights/ecri/1-ecri/2-country-by-country_approach/cyprus/Cyprus%20third%20report%20-%20cri06-17.pdf
http://www.coe.int/t/e/human_rights/ecri/1-ecri/2-country-by-country_approach/cyprus/Cyprus%20third%20report%20-%20cri06-17.pdf
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3.2. Social and cultural life 
 
As the island’s capital, Nicosia is the central place for holding different kinds 
of events and organising celebrations which provide the context for 
intercultural dialogue. This section will outline the forms which such dialogue 
takes through surveying participation in events, use of space, and practices 
of integration.  

While analysing this, it is important to remember that Nicosia also possesses 
an aspect that sets it apart from other towns on the island. One specific 
feature is its division, which creates its own set of dynamics with respect to 
how migrants experience the city. A number of areas near the border are 
considered insecure and are therefore run-down, making them attractive to 
migrant residents and businesses. Crossing the border is possible for most 
migrants with travel documents from the south to the north, although this is 
not the case vice versa. For this reason, many migrants have reported 
crossing to the north for entertainment, a practice that brings them into 
contact with yet more forms of multicultural interaction.  

The border area is cheap in rents… I have crossed many times in the 
past and many Africans cross often – to eat there mainly.  

(Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop assistant) 
 

In northern Nicosia I like Dereboyu [a main street alongside the 
riverbed with shops and restaurants], you feel there’s life there, it’s not 
expensive.  

(George, male, late 20s, Cypriot Australian, programme manager) 
 

Since the Greek-Cypriot authorities cannot exercise control over the north, 
the border may also become a solution for cases of undocumented migrants 
who are attempting to escape deportation or arrest for other offences.  

I came here when my visa ran out in the south so that I would not be 
deported. I wake up every day and look out of my window at the side 
where I used to live.  

(migrant from Pakistan, interviewed in northern Nicosia in 2004) 
 

I have heard of divorced women whose former husbands create 
problems for them on a daily basis, or who are not allowed to take the 
children to see their grandparents thinking of crossing to the north and 
just disappearing from there. 

 (Tatiana, late 30s, Russian, businesswoman)  
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It could in this sense be said that the division of the city offers unique 
opportunities for experiencing the culture of Cyprus and its political conflict 
that are not available elsewhere, and which migrants can mould in ways that 
are meaningful for them and which Cypriots may be oblivious to. Such uses of 
the border are of course located in the sphere of the mundane. Thus, the 
experience of crossing the border and the socialisation that accompanies 
this practice was not mentioned by most interviewees in the context of their 
experiences of Nicosia. However, in answer to the direct question regarding 
their thoughts about the city’s division, most had experiences to recount of 
crossing the border or meeting people on the other side.  

 ‘Yes, I crossed a couple of times, at the beginning’, was a simple 
answer without further explanation. (Katarina, female, early 30s, 
Russian, alternative therapist) 

The division thus seems to be an ‘aside’ to what ‘Nicosia’ (i.e. south Nicosia) 
really means to them. It is to these meanings that the report now turns.   

Religious life  

Religion was not one of the issues that featured prominently in the 
interviewees’ experiences of Nicosia, so data here is again taken from casual 
observations and reports.  

In terms of religion, southern Nicosia is most visibly Greek Orthodox in the 
sense that churches are to be found in almost all neighbourhoods. Although 
few in number other places of worship do exist, however. Of the mosques 
built in earlier times, four have been restored and two are in operation, one 
used by non-Cypriot Muslims (Omeriye), the other reserved for use by 
Turkish-Cypriots (Bayraktar)11; however, no data has been secured indicating 
the levels of use of these mosques. This distinction between migrant and 
Cypriots does not hold for Catholics. The Catholic Church traditionally serving 
the needs of the Latin minority is frequented by migrants from a number of 
countries, most visible perhaps being Filipino women. These migrants in fact 
make up the majority of the congregation. The Anglican church, which serves 
the needs of mostly British residents of the island also allows migrants of 
other religious persuasions to use its premises, as for example the Seventh 
Day Adventist church, which is Protestant, to which a number of African 
migrants belong. These meetings allow friendships to be formed across 
nationalities.  

 
11 This information is given on the official website of the Cypriot embassy in Qatar: 
www.mfa.gov.cy/mfa/embassies/embassy_doha.nsf/misc_en/8367AC21D2B39069432572E40024
6FC3?OpenDocument#  

http://www.mfa.gov.cy/mfa/embassies/embassy_doha.nsf/misc_en/8367AC21D2B39069432572E400246FC3?OpenDocument
http://www.mfa.gov.cy/mfa/embassies/embassy_doha.nsf/misc_en/8367AC21D2B39069432572E400246FC3?OpenDocument
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My friends from church belong to 21 different groups and we sing 
together and pray together. (Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian,  
shop assistant)   

A Coptic church also functions, and this is also frequented by African 
migrants. Unlike the places above, this church is housed in a new building 
outside the town centre. The building, locals explained, was rented by the 
authorities to the community to serve its religious needs a few years ago. 
Prior to that it was used by Jehovah’s Witnesses. It is interesting to note here 
that locals spoke in positive terms about this development, despite showing 
little other interest in the Coptic community (female, late 50s, domestic 
worker). Rather, what they did relate was a sense of mistrust towards the 
previous occupants of the building, reflecting wider social attitudes towards 
Jehovah’s Witnesses (in their majority Cypriots) in which they are viewed with 
suspicion as proselytising heretics. The 2007 Religious Freedom report of the 
US Department of State notes that there is also a Buddhist temple in 
Nicosia.12  

Although many Greek-Cypriots do not consider themselves devout Christians, 
the majority attending church only on special occasions like family memorials 
or Easter, the church is one of the major institutions in the country 
commanding large property and businesses, including one of the most 
successful television stations. Together with the fact that it has, in recent 
history, led the anti-colonial struggle and produced the first president of the 
country in the figure of Archbishop Makarios, this has provided it with political 
power over a number of issues and most importantly a say in the resolution 
of the ethnic conflict. Yet, migration seems to be less of a concern and inter-
faith dialogue has also been low on its priority list (although high-profile visits 
have recently been undertaken, e.g. to the Vatican, with the primary official 
aim to raise awareness regarding the Cyprus conflict).  

Religious education is also institutionalised. Religious classes in school are 
focused on orthodoxy and for this reason students of other faiths can be 
excused from taking them. Private schools may offer religious instruction on 
a communal basis, e.g. separating Muslim, Armenian or Catholic students at 
set times for instruction in their own faiths. The fact that common instruction 
in the fundamentals of theology, for example, is still lacking is increasingly 
focusing debate on the ways in which religious education may be reformed 
(Papadopoulou, L., 2008).       

 
12 Available at www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/irf/2007/90170.htm  

http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/irf/2007/90170.htm
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Political participation  

Political participation of migrants is extremely low and for this reason it was 
an issue hardly mentioned by interviewees. Therefore this section explores 
possible reasons for this lack of participation, utilising mostly legal data. 

The electoral law in the Republic is based on the Constitution of 1960, which 
distinguishes between the Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot communities and 
regulates political representation according to membership of these 
communities. Since the break-down of the bi-communal system of 
governance in 1963, only the Greek-Cypriot community has enjoyed political 
representation and registration for participation in elections. Naturalised 
citizens were automatically put on the Greek-Cypriot electoral list. In fact, 
whereas such naturalised Cypriots had the right to participate in elections, 
Turkish-Cypriot residents in the south were excluded from such participation 
because of their listing on the defunct Turkish-Cypriot electoral lists. This 
practice was discontinued in early 2004 following a European Court of 
Human Rights ruling, and electoral lists are effectively no longer based on 
communal identification. 13

Non-Cypriots who have a right to participate in elections are EU citizens who 
are residents in the Republic and naturalised citizens. Naturalisation of 
foreigners who have no family ties to Cypriots, it should be noted, is 
approved by the Minister of Interior and requires a residency of five full years 
within any eight years or seven full years in the case of domestic workers. 
However, this is difficult to attain because work permits are rarely granted to 
the same person for such lengths of time (hence many domestic workers re-
enter the country under false names) and applications can always be rejected 
on the grounds of presenting a threat to ‘public order’.14 Without 
naturalisation, migrants from non-Western countries therefore have little 
chance of political participation and even less of representation.  

In fact, the only foreigner ever elected into a political position is a British 
resident of Peyia village in Paphos, who was elected municipal councillor in 
the 2006 local elections. In Nicosia there is a total lack of migrant 
representation at all levels of government, including local councils, the 
parliament, as well as offices held by appointment.   

 
13 For a summary of the decision in the case of Aziz v. Cyprus see 
www.echr.coe.int/eng/Press/2004/June/ChamberJudgmentAzizvCyprus220604.htm  
14 See Council of Europe factsheet, available at: www.coe.int/t/e/legal_affairs/legal_co-
operation/foreigners_and_citizens/nationality/documents/bulletin/Cyprus per cent20E.pdf  

http://www.echr.coe.int/eng/Press/2004/June/ChamberJudgmentAzizvCyprus220604.htm
http://www.coe.int/t/e/legal_affairs/legal_co-operation/foreigners_and_citizens/nationality/documents/bulletin/Cyprus%20E.pdf
http://www.coe.int/t/e/legal_affairs/legal_co-operation/foreigners_and_citizens/nationality/documents/bulletin/Cyprus%20E.pdf
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In addition, participation in civil society structures that could potentially exert 
political pressure is also lacking. A big factor in this lack is the stipulation in 
domestic workers’ contracts that they should not take part in unionising 
activities. This means that they cannot officially set up their own clubs and 
cannot lobby for rights in the name of co-workers or co-nationals, as they 
cannot claim to represent them. Yet even for migrants who are not bound by 
these contracts, organising into lobby or pressure groups has also proved 
difficult, according to interviewees who have taken part in such efforts. This is 
because many migrants feel that it is impossible ‘to beat the system’ and that 
institutional structures are set in such a way that claiming one’s rights (most 
of the time against a Cypriot – employer or official) is not viewed as a 
legitimate practice by the (Cypriot) officials behind these structures.     

Social networks  

From the interviews collected it appears that while some groups of migrants 
socialise mainly with their co-nationals, others do not, socialising with both 
Cypriots (whom they often meet through their work) and other migrants. Yet 
others choose not to socialise with co-nationals. 

One thing I can say about my circle of friends is that they are not 
Russians. You know, not because I dislike my people but I did not have a 
chance to find Russian people that I want to be with.  

(Katarina, female, early 30s, Russian, alternative therapist)  
  

In the case of Sri-Lankan and Filipino nationals, socialisation is mostly 
directed towards co-ethnic groups and there are various reasons for this. 
First, the majority of such nationals are women who are domestic workers. 
This means that they share similar work experiences, face similar problems, 
and may even follow similar routes for getting to Cyprus (e.g. originating from 
the same location, being recruited by same agents, etc.). Second, they follow 
very similar work schedules, which means that most of the time they have 
Sundays off and can co-ordinate leisure activities. Third, they often share the 
same religion (Christian Catholic) and thus congregate in the same church at 
the centre of town. 

African migrants form another kind of in-group, where they socialise not only 
with co-nationals but more generally with other Africans. As once interviewee 
hinted, this seems to be related to the fact that these migrants are more 
visible than others in Nicosia and face more problems in trying to ‘blend in’ 
within a society that is generally racially prejudiced. This causes African 
migrants to turn to others like them for help, when they realise that the 
discrimination they have to endure is also racially graded. Although Africans 
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do not often share a native language, as South Asian groups do, they do 
share other cultural traits that structure their ways of socialising. Thus, for 
example, the existence of an African restaurant in Nicosia was pointed out as 
well as the organisation of R&B nights in various nightclubs, both of which are 
used as occasions for socialising. 

 Most of my friends go to the Lodge, or Scorpios, or Blinks because they 
have special nights for R&B so they go on those nights and have fun… 
There is one place for eating African food in Nicosia but the person who 
owns it will close it down, so I am thinking for opening one to offer 
cheap food. 

(Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop assistant)  
     

The networks formed between Cypriots and foreigners are generally limited. 
As most Cypriots who come into frequent contact with migrants are 
employers, the hierarchical power structures set up cannot easily allow more 
egalitarian types of socialisation. Where these exist, they mostly involve 
Cypriot rights advocates who in fact often mediate between migrants and the 
authorities, thus creating other types of hierarchies. The exception are 
migrants from ‘Western’ countries who tend to occupy more prestigious 
professional positions and enjoy better opportunities for social integration.   

Marriage statistics are a useful indication of the socialisation trends between 
locals and migrants as well as between different migrant groups. According 
to the demographic report for 2005, of the 5,881 weddings of residents, 
about half (2,849) involved at least one foreign partner and 16 per cent (935) 
were performed between non-Cypriots (Statistical Service, 2006a: 117). Of 
that number, sizeable portions are marriages between Georgians (75), British 
(58), and Russians (23). Other rather large numbers include weddings 
between Greek men and Russian or Ukrainian women (35 each), and Indian 
and Pakistani men with Latvian women (25 for Indian, 19 for Pakistani) or 
Polish (27 Indian, 24 Pakistani) women. Cypriot men marrying foreigners 
mostly married Eastern Europeans, including women from Moldova (129), 
Romania (123), Russia (175), and Ukraine (231). For Cypriot women, on the 
other hand, the vast majority married Greek men (188 compared to 437 
marrying other nationalities). Although some of these weddings may 
represent unions of convenience (e.g. non-EU nationals marrying EU nationals 
for regularisation purposes) this aspect is also indicative of the kinds of 
networks that the status of being a migrant in Cyprus can generate.     
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Language  

Because English is a second language for many Cypriots (a fact related to the 
island’s colonial past), it has not generally been the trend to prioritise the 
learning of the native language, i.e. Greek, by migrants. Thus, the majority of 
migrants in Cyprus communicate with locals primarily in English. Indicative of 
this is the fact that most of the interviews for this research were carried out 
in English. In fact, English-speaking migrants have much less incentive to 
learn Greek than non-English-speakers since it is possible to conduct most 
basic communication without using Greek. Migrants who do learn Greek 
mostly belong to categories which come into contact with exclusively Cypriot 
domestic environments on a frequent basis. These are, for example, domestic 
workers and foreigners who marry Cypriots. An added complication to 
learning Greek is the fact that the Cypriot dialect differs significantly from 
Athenian Greek, which is the form of Greek one comes across in the media, 
written language and in formal settings. As a result, migrants who learn to 
speak Greek in Cyprus often learn it from active participation and ‘absorption’ 
of the language and thus speak Cypriot Greek and face additional difficulties 
in understanding the formalised version as well as the written form, which 
uses its own alphabet. By comparison, migrants who learn Greek abroad, 
such as Pontiacs who have come to Cyprus after migrating first to Greece, 
speak the more ‘polished’ version but find it more difficult to communicate 
with other groups in English, for example. The most significant difficulty one 
faces in the absence of knowledge of Greek, including its written form, is in 
communicating for the purpose of accessing rights. 

The first problem I faced was language, and this was on my way from 
the airport to Nicosia – so I was cheated, lied to, exploited. A few years 
ago there were very few Cypriots who wanted to speak English.  

(Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop assistant)  
 

This is even more the case when it comes to communicating with officialdom, 
and is doubly important for migrants because their access to rights, claims to 
legalisation, and continued stay in Cyprus often hinges on the ability to 
communicate effectively with officials, understand the complications in the 
bureaucratic system that is often transmitted most effectively using Greek 
terminology, and to fill out forms that may often be available only in Greek. As 
a result, this lack of linguistic competence often leads to inability to 
comprehend the intricacies of the system. This leaves many migrants to seek 
help from locals and thus depend on specific individuals (employers, lawyers, 
or NGO staff), entering into a relationship that carries the danger of not 
serving the migrant’s best interests. Alternatively, they may attempt to handle 
the system on their own, and in failing, be left without papers.    
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With regard to the second generation, it has been pointed out above that 
some schools are implementing schemes for teaching additional classes in 
school for migrant children. On the other hand, however, there is a clear lack 
of initiatives to promote the learning of migrants’ native languages in school. 
In fact, intolerance may be shown towards the children’s mother-tongue. 

 I was told by the [French school] teacher not to speak to the child in 
Russian while at school. (Tatiana, late 30s, Russian, businesswoman)  

Cypriots who do choose to learn foreign languages (apart from English) 
normally base those choices on professional needs and learn them privately. 
It is worth noting here that the languages and literatures taught at university 
level are European, with the exception of Turkish, which is taught at the 
Turkish Studies Department of the state university. On the other hand, it is 
also notable that some groups of migrants find themselves at a disadvantage 
because of the language they speak. This is the case of some groups of 
Pontiacs who speak forms of Turkish, and for that reason are viewed with 
suspicion by the wider society. In this sense, it could be argued that the 
political problem penetrates this cultural aspect of migrants’ lives, even 
though they themselves have not had any involvement in it.  

Mutual information 

Exchange of information between the host society and migrant communities 
in Cyprus is largely based on interpersonal exchange. Contact through mass 
media is minimal and internet use is largely geared towards communicating 
with origin countries. Many of the interviewees stated that they keep in touch 
with their families and societies back home through the internet. 

 My computer is linked to Nova100 in Melbourne, the radio station that I 
always listen to, and I keep that just to feel that I am at home, I look at 
Australian newspapers online daily, in the morning when I come to work, 
I have Facebook and MSN and Hotmail which I daily use to email and 
chat with my friends in Australia to the level where spiritually I feel as if I 
never left.  

(George, male, late 20s,  Cypriot Australian, programme manager)  
 

In the southern part of Cyprus the mainstream media is focused on the 
Greek-Cypriot community and therefore the language used is mainly Greek. 
This is the case for news reports, local productions, as well as productions 
from Greece which are widely broadcast on all television stations. Exceptions 
to this are foreign movies, which are on the whole US or British productions in 
English. The same holds for radio programmes, which, except for certain 
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programmes in English, are in the Greek language. The only other language 
regularly heard in the Republic’s media is Turkish, which is used on the state 
television channel to broadcast short daily news bulletins and in one bi-
communal programme on the same channel produced in both Greek and 
Turkish and catering to a mixed Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot audience. Daily 
newspapers are also published in Greek, with the exception of the daily 
Cyprus Mail which is in English. Similarly, there is one English weekly 
newspaper in wide circulation. The Armenian community has also from time 
to time produced its own publications but these are not widely circulated. 
Apart from these, no other third-language publications are known to be in 
circulation.15

Because migrants currently constitute a visible part of Cypriot society, they 
do appear in mainstream media on occasion. Examples are various local 
productions ranging from soap-operas to comedy series in which characters 
who are migrants appear. However, these characters tend to be largely 
caricatured and played by Cypriot actors. Thus, a female domestic worker 
from India or a Pakistani male migrant have been portrayed in comedy series 
by local actors heavily made-up to look darker in colour and speaking a 
derisory, broken Cypriot Greek. It is noticeable that such depictions have not 
been mentioned in any of the interviews, however.  

In terms of more serious broadcasts, there have from time to time been 
reports researching the question of whether ‘Cypriots are racists’ and in 
these programmes migrants have been invited to comment. However, these 
migrants have tended to be rather well-integrated Europeans, able to 
articulate the issues well, but from their own perspective. Where migrants’ 
issues are dealt with, e.g. in news reports on migrant demonstrations, it is 
often Greek-Cypriot rights advocates who are asked to speak on behalf of the 
migrants. In this respect, it could be said that there is a desperate need for 
widely broadcast debate shows, where migrants from different groups 
(ethnic, age, gender, etc) could be asked to talk about their own realities as a 
way of making migrants’ voices heard.  

It is in this sense not surprising that the majority of migrants who are able to 
do so seek access to their media. This is largely achieved by satellite TV and 
thus it is a common phenomenon for most migrant residences to be 
identified by the satellite dishes on the roofs or in the yards, even where 
these are temporary lodgings. The internet is also heavily used to 
communicate with home societies: this can be via email to friends and 
relatives or browsing home-related sites. Because of the costs of doing this 

 
15 For a report on the media landscape in Cyprus see www.ejc.net/media_landscape/article/cyprus/  

http://www.ejc.net/media_landscape/article/cyprus/
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privately, there are some popular internet cafés in Nicosia which operate at 
low cost and are run by migrants in a makeshift fashion. 

Moreover, migrants are generally not thought to be entitled to views on 
Cypriot social conditions that do not affect them directly. Thus, there has 
never been migrant participation in political debates relating to the Cyprus 
issue, nor have there been attempts even by NGOs working across issues to 
invite migrants to engage in such a debate. In this sense, it would appear that 
the Cypriot and migrant societies have dichotomically distinct interests that 
almost never overlap: the first being focused on the political issues, the 
second on securing fundamental rights.       

Awareness of rights and responsibilities  

One place where there is a mutual exchange of information regarding the two 
realities is through the promotion of migrants’ rights by international and 
human rights organisations. It is important to realise that one of the factors 
that facilitate this indirect communication is the existence of the Cyprus 
problem. This is because the government of the Republic of Cyprus has, since 
the 1974 division of the island, lobbied the international community on the 
basis of a discourse that maintained that Greek-Cypriot human rights were 
violated by Turkey and that this violation should be brought to an end by 
ensuring the withdrawal of the Turkish army. Such campaigns were focused 
on human rights bodies, such as United Nations committees, the European 
Court of Human Rights and the European Court of Justice, as well as other 
Council of Europe and EU bodies. This means that in order to maintain 
credibility in relation to such organisations as the sufferer of grave human 
rights violations, the Greek-Cypriot government has a high political stake in 
maintaining a good record of respecting the human rights of others within its 
jurisdiction. For this reason, reports that highlight failures of the system to 
protect human rights are taken seriously. As a result, a number of legal 
measures have been adopted upon recommendations contained within 
reports on discrimination, the application of anti-torture legislation (prison 
and detention conditions) and respecting the rights of vulnerable groups. 
These included the establishment of a specialised Anti-Discrimination 
Authority, the production of legislation on domestic violence, legal changes 
regarding the rights of Turkish-Cypriots in the Republic, and reforms of 
legislation on refugee protection. Yet, implementation problems have 
persisted, resulting in some of the kinds of abuse mentioned above. In this 
way, international organisations may be said to have functioned as mediating 
mechanisms between migrants and the government to ensure better living 
conditions for the former.  
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In spite of this, the extent to which migrants are aware of their rights and 
responsibilities varies. While a few activists have a fairly good knowledge of 
the various laws regarding issues of discrimination, most learn the basic 
stipulations and rules that apply to their case and that concern their 
regularisation, entry into the country, extending visas, etc. This knowledge 
may be gained through practice (going from office to office until they master 
the ways in which the process works), or through instruction from agents, 
employers, or lawyers. In some cases, however, the employers themselves 
may not be aware of migrants’ rights but be willing to grant them once a 
migrant demands them.  

When I was working as an office administrator I decided to find out what 
my rights were. And at this time I had been recognised as a refugee and 
I knew the rights I had. So I told the employer to get me a social 
insurance number.  

(Teresa, female, early 30s, Cameroonian, shop assistant) 
 

In the experience of many people, however, it soon becomes clear that law 
and practice sometimes differ and that to achieve practical results one needs 
to master the power of connections (méso), which are ultimately Cypriots 
(e.g. employers, friends, activists). In this sense ‘connections’ may function on 
the basis not only of drawing on friendly relations with officials but also of 
harnessing the potential of accessing international organisations, which can 
then lobby on particular cases and also on wider issues.        

Sharing ideas 

One of the ways in which the existence of migrants is made visible is through 
celebrations and festivals. Of particular importance to Nicosia in this respect 
is the festival organised yearly by the main NGO working with migrants, the 
Action for Equality, Support and Antiracism (KISA), which organises a series of 
celebrations around significant dates such as World Refugee Day (19 June), 
the International Day for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 
(21 March) or International Migrants Day (18 December). These events 
include conferences and /or panel discussions on migrant issues but also 
cultural events organised by migrant communities. By far the most successful 
of these events is the ‘Rainbow Festival’, which showcases migrant cultures 
by exhibiting native music and dancing and offering native foods.16 The event 
is organised in November and is attended by around 2,500 migrants and 
locals. It is one of the few occasions in the Nicosian calendar when migrant 

 
16 A report on the 2007 Festival is available at: 
www.kisa.org.cy/_metacanvas/attach_handler.uhtml?attach_id=241&content_type=application/mswor
d&filename=KISA-Rainbow_Festival_2007-REPORT.doc  

http://www.kisa.org.cy/_metacanvas/attach_handler.uhtml?attach_id=241&content_type=application/msword&filename=KISA-Rainbow_Festival_2007-REPORT.doc
http://www.kisa.org.cy/_metacanvas/attach_handler.uhtml?attach_id=241&content_type=application/msword&filename=KISA-Rainbow_Festival_2007-REPORT.doc
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cultures are celebrated. A similar event is organised on a different day in 
Limassol, and other events take place on occasions that may be important to 
each community. On such occasions different migrant groups may organise 
dance or music shows and offer food. These events can also be a venue for 
creating connections between the communities and local authorities, as for 
example the hiring of local halls may be required. Similarly, they are 
important social networking occasions, as the organisation of such events 
may require co-ordination of activities and rehearsals. For one interviewee at 
least, the putting together of a specific event relating to his community was a 
focal point for community networking.  

 It is my Nepal in Cyprus. The last time we had a cultural festival and we 
had about 400 people who came from all over the island.  

(Eshan, male, mid-40s, Nepali, asylum seeker) 
 

Art is another element offering opportunities for sharing ideas across 
cultures. The border area in the old part of the city, part of which has been 
the focus of restoration projects, has been attracting local artists. This means 
that artists now work in close proximity to migrant neighbourhoods. As a 
result, new forms of artwork are being produced around the theme of the 
border, where migrant experiences are also made visible. These include 
painting and collage (e.g. Katerina Attalides) and video installations (Horst 
Weierstall). Publications have also been recently produced that bring migrant 
experiences into focus in the context of discussing the border area. 
Examples are a photo album (Philippou, 2005) and a selection of stories 
about ‘Ledra Street’ (Nadjarian, 2006). Migrants in Cyprus have also produced 
art that has made an impact on the local cultural landscape. The painter Glyn 
Hughes is one example of a British artist living in Cyprus since 1956. What 
appear to be under-represented in this respect are views of new migrants 
from the global south. Given the problems facing such migrants it is not 
surprising that a first attempt was made in the field of research-literature 
when an African female migrant published her views on being a migrant and 
researching migrants’ lives in Cyprus (Esembe, 2005).           

Urban spaces  

In public space migrants are most visible in particular locations and at 
particular times, something which underlines the distinction that persists 
between the local and migrant populations. 

The city’s main square, Eleftheria Square, is one location that offers a more 
mixed picture, as it is frequented both by locals who stop to visit nearby 
shops, migrants who may use the public phone boxes on the square, tourists 
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who may pass through on their way to or from the old city, as well as groups 
of both migrants and locals who use the tree-shaded benches at the end of 
the square for socialising and meeting friends. This kind of socialisation is 
gender-based, however, and women do not as frequently use the area to 
socialise. 

Ledra Street, which connects the square to the inner city, where some 
migrant groups live, is also popular with both locals and migrants. This is 
because shops selling clothing and gift items on the street are popular with 
locals, while others selling cheaply priced household items located in the 
various side streets are popular with migrants. One of the main central 
supermarkets is also located on this street and this is frequented by migrants 
living in the area for their weekly or daily shopping. In addition, the NGO that 
works with migrants is also nearby and is frequented by various groups who 
use its services and the internet café located there.  

On Sundays, when most shops are closed and locals relax at home, visit 
family, or go on excursions, migrants who have their day off are seen in most 
of the central areas. Points where they mostly congregate include the 
Catholic Church near the border, and the large municipal park, where many 
migrant workers spend their day off. On these occasions, food may be 
shared, problems discussed, friendships made, and flirting attempted. In 
previous years South Asian migrants also organised a street bazaar outside 
the park where traditional clothing could be bought. This, however, was 
stopped by the authorities as it was not regulated, although exchanges may 
still happen more informally.     

On a daily basis, migrants are visible on public transport (i.e. buses), since the 
vast majority do not own their own vehicles, whereas the vast majority of 
Cypriots do. This means that the main bus station, located near Eleftheria 
Square, is another area where migrants congregate and that buses, up to a 
few years ago almost a defunct service, are now used primarily by migrants. 

On special occasions when municipal authorities organise celebrations 
migrants are also present and these are occasions where there is 
considerable mixing with the local population. One exemplary occasion is the 
New Year’s celebration that takes place on the main square, where people 
gather to listen to bands and to watch the firework display at midnight.    
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3.3. Sense of belonging and identity  
 
Although much of the data analysed in this section refers to the situation in 
the whole of the Republic, the insights presented are also – and specially – 
relevant to Nicosia. This is because the contact migrants have with 
authorities, as Nicosia is the capital, is more direct. Also, because it is the 
capital, the city tends to attract the type of people who are the most likely to 
employ domestic workers. This is not to say that the migrant workforce 
elsewhere differs, but that it tends to be concentrated in higher numbers in 
Nicosia. One section of the population that is perhaps under-represented 
here than elsewhere (e.g. coastal towns), is the migrant population employed 
in the tourism sector. In relation to this it is important also to note that in 
comparison with other places, Nicosia, because of its lack of access to the 
sea, has less of an ‘island’ feel and offers, for example, fewer opportunities for 
going to the beach on short work breaks during the summer. Interestingly, 
this comparison was not made in the interviews collected, but it could be 
relevant when considering the negative comments made about Nicosia – i.e. 
that it is exceptionally hot and difficult in summer time, and it is stuffy in 
general. 

In terms of being welcoming to migrant groups, Nicosia does not seem to 
offer great venues for socialisation with and/or displaying other cultures. 
However, for the migrants who do seek particular aspects of home culture, 
there are opportunities to create them. On the downside though, this makes 
for the creation of introverted situations that do not open up to involvement 
of the locals – which in turn reflects the need for migrants to feel secure 
within their own groups vis-à-vis a culture that is suspicious of their presence 
and uninterested in what they have to offer apart from their labour. It is 
indicative in this respect that during the interviews, responses to the twin 
questions regarding good and bad experiences of Nicosia were given more 
readily for the latter and this related to migrants’ encounters with locals (in 
which they had suffered various forms of abuse). Yet, ‘good experiences’ 
were also recounted, particularly relating to the subsidiary question about 
favourite places frequented – which included public gardens and downtown 
Nicosia.  

In short, migrants appear to be making efforts to identify with and belong to 
the city but these efforts are made in an environment that is fraught with 
difficulty.      
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Part 4. Conclusion  
 

Overview of the analysis 

From the analysis above it appears that migrants in Cyprus and in Nicosia in 
particular face a number of diverse problems that inhibit their social 
participation and integration within the local culture. This is highly 
problematic particularly because this ‘local culture’ is by definition in the 
process of change and largely because it is being influenced by migration. 
Thus, by remaining outside the public debate around this change, migrants 
are also being excluded from future structures that will inevitably have a 
profound impact on their communities. It seems an urgent need therefore to 
include as wide a group of migrant representatives as possible in the debate 
and decision-making mechanisms geared towards building an inclusive 
multicultural environment in the city. In this concluding section, some of the 
insights from previous sections are brought to bear on the consideration of 
current needs and institutional deficiencies and recommendations on how 
these can be addressed are presented. These recommendations are not 
presented as a comprehensive list but rather relate to the major problems 
identified in the report.   

Undoubtedly, the major problem facing immigrants in Nicosia are social 
attitudes tending towards racism and stereotyping. This is a pervasive 
problem that has not yet been adequately dealt with. Indeed, there appears 
to be a lack of awareness among the general population on what ‘racism’, 
‘discrimination’ and ‘stereotyping’ can mean and what practices they may 
consist of, beyond the basic level. It is thus an acceptable practice for 
employers to offer different rates to their employees depending not on the 
type of work but on the darkness of their skin. It is also treated as established 
‘fact’ that some ethnic categories of workers are more suited to some 
professions than others (e.g. South Asians for domestic work). That migrant 
children should be provided with extra classes to help them learn Greek is 
considered rather obvious, but that schools should also cater to their needs 
for learning their native languages is not considered a matter for debate. The 
clarification by broadcasters that a person who is the subject of a news 
report is a migrant is considered important information, even if this has no 
relation to the substance of the report – a clarification that is not made in the 
case of Greek-Cypriots unless the news item also mentions people of other 
ethnicities.    

In carrying out the research, some such underlying notions were also found 
in institutional practice. One example showing the lack of mainstreaming of 
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migrant issues is the fact that despite the otherwise comprehensive data 
collected by the statistical service on a number of issues, including migration, 
disaggregated data for migrants vis-à-vis the local population does not exist 
in many fields. This is crucially the case for issues relating to migrant 
integration, which is dealt with below. Thus for example, numbers relating to 
non-Cypriot nationals can be found in reports on demography, crime, and 
education but not in reports about welfare or health. This lack, it could be 
argued, may reflect a notion of ‘migrants’ as chiefly labourers, the 
accommodation of whom is to be carried out at a minimal level (e.g. 
educating their children) but not as legitimately entitled to welfare provisions. 
On a similar note, in-depth research on the range of issues affecting migrants 
(most of which have been dealt with here) is also seriously lacking, both on 
the level of NGOs but also, and more importantly, on the governmental level 
(for example in the form of comprehensive studies relating to documented 
and undocumented work, housing, policing statistics, etc.)  

This relates to another key point of concern, which is the lack of basic 
infrastructure to accommodate specific migrant groups. On a very general 
level, there are a number of public services that are inadequate, chiefly 
because they are not used by locals. These include public transport and 
alternative transport. In Nicosia, the only form of public transport is the bus 
service, which often does not run on time, and does not adequately cover the 
spread of the city: ‘when it is late,’ one user said, ‘it’s OK, but when it is early 
and you missed it can be a problem’. Many migrants now use bicycles as an 
alternative cheap mode of transport but this can be dangerous as there are 
virtually no bicycle lanes and local traffic is based on cars. Places for 
entertainment are also lacking as those that exist are highly consumption-
driven and this makes their use problematic by the working class (to which 
most migrants belong). Of such places parks are undoubtedly the most 
popular with migrants and many provide opportunities for socialisation with 
locals. However, for such potential to be better utilised these spaces also 
need to be made attractive to locals who may at present prefer private 
gardens to parks that are not well kept or infrequently cleaned.  

While such efforts may contribute towards migrant integration on the 
informal level, integration is also in need of prioritisation on the formal level. 
In this respect, the field of education is the first where steps seem to have 
been taken, even though as pointed out above there are possibilities for 
improvement in that sector as well. In a general sense, a fundamental 
problem seems to be that Cypriot authorities have not yet began to 
conceptualise migration as a permanent phenomenon. This is reflected in the 
fact that percentages of naturalisation remain low, as is the issuance of 
permanent residence and work permits (although statistics are also 
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unavailable). This is maintained by a system of policies that disallow migrant 
workers who might otherwise qualify for such permits to be granted them (for 
example work permits are generally not renewed beyond five years so as not 
to make their holders eligible for permanent residence). This renders 
migrants, who in practice fulfil the criteria for naturalisation (in having spent 
the set periods of time on the island), disqualified because in order to ensure 
the re-issue of their permits they register under different names. In turn, this 
practice also renders them vulnerable with respect to authorities since they 
end up living on false papers and are therefore also rendered more 
compliant towards those who can ‘turn them in’ like agents or employers. In 
this sense, greater willingness by the government to naturalise foreigners 
who choose to live in the country long-term, such as a regularisation scheme, 
would help alleviate problems of migrant security without necessarily 
opening the ‘floodgates’ to would-be citizens. This would also allow more 
targeted policies to be pursued in regard to migrant integration, since it 
would shift the focus away from providing migration disincentives and 
towards utilising in the best way possible the presence of migrant workers 
and their families in the country. It is only this shift in focus that can lead 
towards greater respect within the wider society for the values of pluralism 
and multiculturalism. Such a shift would also allow migrants a place in public 
debate, crucially regarding the issues that affect them most (but not limited 
to these), without fear of reprisals or jeopardising their status in the country. 
This could also eventually open the way for better representation in local and 
national structures.     

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges to state resources regarding the 
improvement to the accommodation of migrants in the country in general is 
the improvement of their access to welfare. At the moment only the very 
basic welfare provisions are available and these to only specific migrant 
groups, e.g. refugees. This absence makes it difficult for migrants to envision 
a life in Cyprus beyond their work, as in cases of illness or other cessation of 
their professional activities they have no means of staying and being cared 
for in Cyprus. Health provisions could be made more readily available to 
migrants in this respect and cover serious illnesses requiring long-term 
treatment as well as emergency situations. Housing is another aspect of 
welfare the absence of which leads to serious problems. One of these is the 
inability of asylum seekers and refugees, who should be entitled to adequate 
accommodation, to secure it. A second is related to the problems arising 
from the situation whereby domestic workers live in their employer’s house 
as part of their agreement, with the rent equivalent being deducted from 
their salaries. Making affordable housing available to this group of migrants 
would raise their salary levels while rendering them less dependent on their 
employers and thus less vulnerable to abuse, but more able to network and 
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create relations beyond their work environments thus facilitating the process 
of integration. Further research into the extent to which migrants do in 
practice benefit from other forms of welfare provisions (e.g. pensions, 
employment and disability benefits) would also be needed to identify further 
ways to improve the situation. Another issue that needs to be addressed 
through institutional structures is provision for victims of discrimination, 
which migrants often are. This might include improvement of the already 
existing structures for reporting and researching discrimination as well as the 
prioritisation of victims of discrimination as a category entitled to specific 
forms of benefits (e.g. unemployment benefit or work placement prioritisation 
for people dismissed from employment on grounds of discrimination).      

A last but important area of attention is the safeguarding of migrants’ basic 
human rights. This is of particular importance to specific migrant categories, 
such as asylum seekers and failed asylum seekers, or migrants detained on 
administrative grounds. In the past it was normal practice to detain failed 
asylum seekers for extremely long periods of time, sometimes exceeding a 
year, and in exceptional cases for as long as ten years. It seems that this 
practice has been revised in the last year; however it is not clear whether the 
legal provisions and institutional structures that have led to such grave 
abuses of human rights have been thoroughly revised so as to ensure that 
such practices never recur. More importantly, the practice of administrative 
detention on the whole needs to be re-examined and other alternatives 
sought, especially for cases where the aim of detention is obviously difficult 
to accomplish (e.g. cases of detention pending deportation where 
deportation cannot be effected). Police ill-treatment of migrants also needs to 
be researched in depth and mechanisms set up targeting migrants in 
particular that will allow migrants to feel that their complaints are taken 
seriously and concrete measures taken to combat the phenomenon. Similarly, 
steps to address interpersonal violence against migrants and specifically 
violence against migrant women (e.g. sexual violence) also need to be taken. 
These steps should be targeted towards ensuring that complaints by migrant 
women are heard and their effective access to justice is ensured. 

These gaps, on the other hand, should not be taken as indicative that positive 
aspects of migrant–local relations cannot be referenced. Cypriot society and 
Nicosian society in particular still seems far from witnessing the organised 
violence against migrant groups that is found in the far-right of metropolises 
elsewhere. And although some migrant communities may concentrate in 
specific areas, neighbourhoods where migrants live are still on the whole 
mixed neighbourhoods. In addition, despite living otherwise rather secluded 
lives, the migrants interviewed in this study did include Cypriots in their circle 
of friends, which may indicate that possibilities for meaningful egalitarian 
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relations do exist. Ultimately, this possibility may also serve to counteract the 
vulnerability of the more disadvantaged groups of migrants, who in spite of 
whatever dependence they may have on their employers might still be able 
to utilise local connections (of friends) in times of need.         

 

Recommendations 

This last section draws on the preceding analysis and attempts to codify 
concrete recommendations that might improve the relations between 
migrant communities and the host society. These recommendations are 
primarily addressed to authorities, yet involve the participation of both the 
local population as well as a wide range of migrant groups. Furthermore, 
these recommendations address both the level of central government to 
ensure the protection of migrant rights, as well as the level of local 
government to promote a multicultural environment in city spaces. With 
respect to the latter, the recommendations target not only the local 
authorities in Nicosia, the focus of the study, but also local authorities in other 
cities, where migrants face similar problems. As previously stated, the 
following recommendations are not meant to be exhaustive but rather simply 
to indicate some of the directions in which future policy looking towards 
multiculturalism might focus. These are listed below and have been grouped 
into four main categories, although some may apply across categories. 

Research 

* Promote research into issues affecting migrants’ lives.  
Such research can cover a series of issues, from hard data collection to 
qualitative analyses of relevant issues. In this respect mainstreaming migrant 
identities into all kinds of currently existing official research and statistics 
could be a first step towards answering the former question. Examples of 
data that is currently lacking from statistical surveys are the following: 

− demographic data including births, mortality rates, labour and 
employment statistics including on labour accidents, health 
treatment, and, social indicators regarding second-generation 
migrants 

− police data (which may already exist but could be made publicly 
available) on the numbers of migrant detainees in different 
prisons and police stations and reasons for their detention, and 
the lengths of detention. On this last point qualitative data 
following up on the well-being of deported migrants would be one 
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example of good practice, leading to appropriate revisions of 
deportation policies 

− qualitative and quantitative data on the social conditions in which 
former detainees live, with a view to re-assessing the impact of 
different types of detention 

− qualitative and quantitative data regarding migrant paths between 
employment and unemployment 

− in-depth research into the ways in which migrants’ complaints of 
discrimination and ill-treatment, both by state and non-state 
actors, are being dealt with and the impact this has on the 
complainants 

− media monitoring on discrimination and racism, leading to 
recommendations of good practices to enhance multiculturalism. 

Human rights 

Enhance the work of current bodies and set up specialised monitoring bodies 
to ensure respect for migrant rights. The work of such bodies should be 
independent but binding on the government in respect of revising practices 
that adversely affect migrants’ rights. Specific areas of work for these bodies 
include: 

− migrant detention (emphasising issues of arbitrary or unlawful 
detention, long-term detention, conditions of detention, and ill-
treatment in detention) 

− police relations with migrants (specifically regarding complaints of 
ill-treatment, racist attitudes, awareness of human and migrants’ 
rights and implementation of standards, aspects of 
institutionalised racism/discrimination)  

− the work of employment agencies (identifying practices that are 
conducive to the abuse of rights and which may render migrants 
dependent on agents to the extent of preventing them from 
claiming their rights or reporting complaints) 

− discriminatory treatment of migrants by employers (identifying 
aspects that are based on social attitudes and effectively 
addressing individual problems).  
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Revise the various visa regimes to minimise abuse of rights. Two areas are in 
need of urgent attention at the present time: 

− ensuring the abolition of artiste visas 

− revising standardised work contracts to allow migrants to join or 
set up unions.  

Revise policies that contribute to abuse of rights of particular migrant groups. 
Particular emphasis should be given to policies of detaining asylum seekers and 
failed asylum seekers to ensure that long-term detention is not used as a 
punitive measure for administrative crimes. Equally, free legal aid should be 
provided to asylum seekers to ensure that persons who are refugees but not 
recognised as such as are not returned to their countries of origin where they 
might suffer human rights abuses.   

Prioritise the needs of particularly vulnerable groups of migrants. These groups 
are women and children in particular for whom protection from violence should 
be ensured. This could be done through the following: 

− provision of shelters catering to the specific needs of these 
groups 

− the organisation of dialogue and therapy groups 
− easing their access to justice through organising centres to 

provide legal assistance 
− setting up specialised centres to help in accessing short-term 

financial assistance and securing alternative employment where 
relevant.  

Urban policy 

Steer policies of urban planning towards making the city more welcoming to 
migrants’ lifestyles. In particular the following areas should be emphasised: 

− making existing public parks more attractive to visitors 

− improving the road system to ensure the safety of cyclists 

− improving public transport 

− initiating housing schemes that would target migrants with a view 
to integrating them better in local neighbourhoods rather than 
ghettoising them 
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− encouraging migrant initiatives in the creation of businesses that 
promote their own cultures, as well as joint initiatives with locals. 

− Enhance celebrations related to migrant cultures. This could be 
done in the following ways: 

− authorities could draw public attention to cultural festivals 
that provide opportunities for socialising across cultures, 
such as various light-centred celebrations in which the 
public beyond the members of the community concerned 
could participate (for example firework displays) 

− multicultural education could be enhanced in schools, not 
only on the central government level through generalised 
teaching on racism and migrant cultures, but also through 
specialised local educational programmes relating to the 
cultures from which students originate. 

Promote new innovative solutions to current and new problems. To this effect 
opening dialogue channels with migrants as well as migrant and local 
researchers and experts could be beneficial.  

Political participation 

Encourage political participation of migrants in the decision-making and 
implementation processes. In this respect dialogue with migrants at all levels of 
decision-making should be instituted. This can include participation in the 
following venues: 

− media debates on issues of migration, integration, racism, 
and discrimination 

− local decision-making structures affecting areas where 
migrants live 

− participation in the formal political process – in parallel with 
initiatives to legalise migrants who fulfil the current criteria. 

Involve migrant groups in peace and cross-border initiatives. Through such 
initiatives social cohesion following a solution of the political problem will be 
ensured. In the case of Nicosia this is of primary importance because as it has 
often been stated that ‘the re-unification of Cyprus begins with the re-unification 
of Nicosia’. In this sense, it is also important to involve migrant groups in political 
debates on the Cyprus problem.  
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Admittedly, the recommendations above cover a wide number of issues and 
might appear over-ambitious. However, it is important to keep in mind that 
even after their implementation the end of the process is unlikely to have 
been reached.  

In this sense, the recommendations are merely meant to distil the aims of this 
report, i.e. to outline the current state of affairs regarding Nicosia’s 
multiculturalism, to highlight some of the important factors limiting 
intercultural dialogue and understanding, and to propose ways in which these 
problems can be dealt with. The goal throughout has been to offer a vision of 
what is possible for a multicultural Nicosia to look like, at least from the 
southern side.   
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